TROUT

D E PO SITED

IN

R ED I NG-

TON POND.

S T E V E N vS

Dec. 12, 1911.
J. F. Hough, proprietor of Red
on
camps and the Elmwood hotel in
Phillips, went to Rangeley Monday
night for the purpose of taking care of
. some trout from the Oquossoc hatchery
! which were to be deposited in Redington pond.
Tuesday Mr. Chas. Hayford, superin
tendent of the hatchery, came to
Rangeley with 10 cans, all trout, and
they were br iught to.Redington on the
noon train.
Redington pond is well stocked and
fishing has been excellent in the past,
as it is sure to be in the future.

<► Repeating Shotgun No. 520
SIX LIGHTNING SHOTS
SOLID

PUMP GUN
T h e c n ly bottom ejecting pump gun.
Your

shells

are

The RemingtonUMC
is built solid

breech, hammerless.
It is

therefore absolutely

safe.
It is built to shoot hard and
close— it handles fast and
balances perfectly.

RemingtonrUMC
— the perfect
combination.

HAMMERLESS
—k
The fastest and
e a s i e s t operating
pump gun on the
market.
“ The last
word in R^ppating
Shotguns. ”
NON-BALKABLE.

thrown

downward— always.

Pump G un

BREECH

shooting

Send f o r Descriptive Folder.
Remington Arm s-U nion
M etallic Cartridge C o.
299 B'way, New York City

A d v ertisin g P ays Y ou

B A N G O R ’S GAME S H IP M E N T S .

P e r f e c t l y bal
anced.

Wednesday, the 13th, some people
win declare, was an unlucky game
Shipment day, for the total number
For sale by all
iof deer carcasses counted and passed
progressive
m er
At the Maine Central station by war
chants. INSIST ON
dens Stewart and Bowden was 13-.
This boosted the grand total to'T,STEVENS.
(890.
The open season on deer clos♦ j es Friday at midnight.
One bear
Latest
Catalog
I
was sent through Bangor Wednesand “ How to Shoot
; day, shipped from Houlton.
Well” mailed for the ;
M. f . Brackett returned recently
asking.
from Red Pond where he went with
; a buckboard and a four-horse team
J. STEVENS ARMS 8
to bring out from John Haines’
jcarnpg Charles Whipple and Charles
T O O L GO.
Howard, who had a big deer and two
P. O. Box 50
ilarge moose.
The successful hunt«rs are Springfield, Mass., men.—
CHICOPEE FALL, MASS.
fBangor News.
List Price, 125.

M A IN E S T A T E G R A N G E .

REPEATING S H O T G U N S
If you want.a serviceable shotgun, one that
a scratch or bump w on’t ruin, that can be had
at a price that w on’t ruin you, the Winchester
R e p e a tin g Shotgun will surely suit you.
They are made in 12 o r 16 ga u ge w ith
strong shooting, full choke barrels, suitable
for trap work, duck shooting, etc., or with
modified choke or cylinder bore barrels for
field shooting. They lis t at $27.00, but your
dealer will sell you one for less. They are a
bargain in a gun, but not a bargain counter
gun. They are the only repeater that is
ENDORSED

BY

THE

U, S

ORDNANCE

BOARD

MOUNTAIN VIEW
—

Last Week of Deer Hunting in Maine
This Season.
Ice On the Big Lakes Not Yet Safe For Traveling

W H VH «

i!

M

Annual Session Being Held in Lew 
iston this W eek.

ountain View House

Mountain View, Dec. 11, 1911.
will return next spring for the season
The Maine State Grange has been in
session at Lewiston during the present ! The crust which, formed after the of 1912. Miss Hamblin has been with
week, with the record attendance, and I little rain we had about a week ago, Mr. Bowley eight seasons and is well
For further particulars write or address
liked by both her employer and the
work commencing on Tuesday morning.
made hunting almost impossible and
L. E. BOWLEY,
summer guests, in her capacity as sten
The various committees of the local
; very discouraging to both guides and ographer and postmistress.
Merchants
Association
are
providing
Mountain View,
Maine.
The hunters mentioned last week
ample entertainment for the visiting hunters, as is shown by the few deer
members.
that have been brought in during the j who have been at Bencloth’s camp near
U. S. Senator Obadiah Gardiner, i past week, but all are hoping for more Upper Dam came out Tuesday together
with two guides, Geo. Robertson and
formerly at the head of the order, was
! snow in this, the last week of th e ; Clayton Swett of Rumford. This party
j present and warmly greeted by the
hunting season.
secured three bucks, four does and a
i members.
W. A. Houghton, of Auburn, who j nice albino.
The Hunting Season is now on for 1911 and we are booking
has been in Burn’s Camp, at Kenne
There seems to be an unusual number
for Deer Hunting, which is of the best.
B A S K E T -B A L L GAMES.
Results Guaranteed.
bago bridge, came out last week, but of albinos in this region this year, as
E D G R A N T (EL S O N S ,
K e n n e b a g o , M a in e J
wall two have been shipped from the Oquos
Phillips High School Basket-ball Sche his friend, Mr. Chamberlain,
remain until the 15th. Mr. Houghton, soc station, and a number of hunters
dule fo r Season 1911-12.
: reports very poor hunting on account have reported seeing them, but one
Dec. 28, Lewiston High, at Phillips, ! of the crust. Mr. T. M. Larrabe^. man at least must have been possessed
also of Auburn, has taken Mr. Hough of the old Indian superstition that it is
Jan. 5, Open date.
an ill omen to shoit them, as he was
^
Jan. 11, Livermore High,
iver- ton’s place at the camp.
heard to remark, “ It was so darn
E.
McDonald
and
Tom.
Canadain,
For your Spring Fishing Trip why not come where the salmon are large
! more.
\
enough to interest you. The average weight of salmon here for the past
of Portland, arrived here Friday en pretty I couldn’ t bear the thought of
! Jan. 12, Romford High, at Rumfive seasons has been seven pounds. We also offer you private cabins
route for Wildwood on a hunting trip killing it.”
with open fire, bath, twin beds, etc Bass fishing is unsurpassed. Write
Thackerman and Warren Downs of
ford.
for the remainder of the season.
us foroooklet, rates and detailed information. Address
Aufler, Pa., who have been stopping at
Jan.
19,
Livermore
High,
at
Phillips
B. E. BROWN, Center Lovell, Maine.
It is reported that Capt. F. C. Upper Dam stopped here Friday night
Jan. 26, Wilton Academy, at Phillip
Barker recently skated Jirorn Bernis on their return home. They had their
Feb. 2, Wilton Academy, at Wilton.
to the Birches and that the ice was full number of deer as most every one
Feb. 10, Abbott School, at Phillips.
frozen siolid enough to make -safe has that has hunted in this region tjiis
Feb. 16, Open date.
walking from the Upper Dam to j year,
Feb. 23, Rumiford High, at Phillips.
Bemis, but is evidently weak above
Geo. Thomas, Lester and Archie Poor
Mar. 1, Open date.
the Birches, as Mr. Thompson, a who have been guiding this season at
Mar.
8,
Open
date.
Guaranteed shots at standing deer.
Excellent Partridge
lumberman operating at Wildwood, Upper Dam returned to their homes in
found out when he tried to cross Andover Saturday morning, after
shooting. Warm Camps. First class Guides.
S A N D F O R D IS G U IL T Y .
from there to Haines Landing in com pending the night at Mountain View.
•
Write for Booklet and Rates.
pany with another man, as he broke
JULIAN K. VILES A SON,
Tim, Franklin County, Main»
The party that Pete Lufkin has been
Head of Holy Ghost and Us Society
through and would have drowned but guiding for the past two weeks also re
Brought to Book.
for the belp of his companion.
turned to their homes in Boston Satur
F. B. Burns has taken the con day with their full allowance of deer.
Rev. Frank W. Sandford, head and
front of the “ Holy Ghost and Us” tract to do the toting for Thurs
society, has- been found guilty of ton, Bros., at Wildwood, and the
SEASON OF 1912
responsibility for the death of six wharf at Haines Landing is piled
“ In The M aine W oods”
high with hay, grain and provisions
members of the crew of the yacht
THE SANDY RIVER AND RANGELEY LAKES RAILROAD
for the different lumber camps in
Sportsmen’ 8 Guide Book
Coronet, owned by the Shiloh colony,
that township, waiting for the lake to
located
in
the
town
of
Durham,
this
Uth Annual Edition
Publishes a beautiful lettle B o o k l e t in c o l o r s ’
freeze; solid enough to tote over.
state.
- j
Published by the
F. J. Rolfe, of Rum ford, was here
entitled “FISHING”. It tells all ab out w h e re to go,
Sandford declined the aid of coun
night. Mr. Rolfe, or better
BANGOR & AROOSTOOK. R. R.
in the Rangeley and Dead River Re gi on s of Maine, sel, but addressed the jury in his Friday
known as “ Daddy Rolfe,” has run
own
behalf
for
an
hour
or
more.
and contains an a c c u r a t e M a p of this Territory.
box-ball alley at Oquossoc for a num
Mailed anywhere (or IS cents in stamp«.
Sandford was later sentenced to
ber of seasons and isi a friend of
Address Geo. M. Houghton.
Address with stamp,
*
ten year servitude in a Government
all the young- people, as he is al
Passenger Traffic Manager.
penitentiary.
Bangor. Maine.
ways
good
natured
and
jolly.
F. N. BEAL, G. P. A., Phillips, Maine.

Mountain View, Maine

G R AN TS

'

CAM PS

I

Brown’s Camps, Lake Kezar.

TIM

POND

CAM PS

SPRING FISHING

Mountain Vi ‘W, Dec. 4, 1911.
Mr. and Mrs. Bowley spent ThanksI giving with Mr. and Mrs. Harry Fur
Next week being Christmas week bish at Rangeley.
and the “ Woods” office being closed
The workon Rangeley stream dam is
on Monday, correspondents
are completed and the engineer and crew
urged to get their letters in a day returned home last Wednesday.
earlier than usual, if possible. There ’ Miss Ruth Hamblin has finished her
will be one day less in which to get work at Mountain View for this yeiar and
out the paper. Please remember.
I returned to her home in Gorham, but j
N O T IC E TO C O R R E S P O N D E N T S .

BLAKESLEE L A K E CAMPS.
Before deciding where to go hunting this fall, serfd for illustrated book and
map of the Blakeslce Lake Camps. There is no other resort in Maine where you
can find so many large bucks with the best of chances for a moose or bear, along
with the best of table and accommodations. 10,000 acres of new country to be
opened up this fall. It has never been hunted since the Indians left 50 years ago.
Come and get the cream of it.

JOE WHITE, Eustis, Maine,
For booklet and^particulars.
/
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New
Model

M arlin

Shoot*
high ve
locity smoke

REPEATING RIFLE
T h e only gun that fills the
demand for a trom
bone ( “ pump” ) ac
tion repeater in
.2 5 -2 0 and
3 2 -2 0
•calibre.**

W O O DS,

less

cartridges,

also black and low
p ressu re

sm okeless.

Powerful enough lor deer,
safe to use in settled districts, ex
cellent for

target work*

for

foxes*

geese, woodchucks, etc.
It» exclusive features: the quick, smooth working pump actionj
the wear-resisting Special Smokeless Steel barrel: the modern solid*
int and side ejectoj for rapid, accurate firing, increased safety and
convenience
1* tias take-down construction and loorv Bead iron*
sight: these cos* extra on other rifles of these calibres.
Ouur 136 psfte catalog describes the full 7H ar/inI
fine. Sen* for three stamps postage. W rite for it.
31 Willow St.
C

77ie Z fftzr/¿n / ¿re a r ju s Co. New Haven.

Fish Hatchery At
Oquossoc
A Report of the Year’s Work, Under
the Efficient Management of
Supt. Hayford.
One of the Interesting Places to Visit, Which
Many Take Advantage Of, As It Is
Easily Reached From Either
Mountain View Or
Haines Landing.
The State Fish Hatchery No 1.
situated on Rangeley Stream only
two or three minutes’ walk from the
Oquossoc Station, one mile from the
Mooeslookmeguntic House at Haines’
Landing, two miles from the Barker,
one half mile from Mountain View
House and easily reached from the
steamer landing on both the Rangeley]
and Mooselookmeguntic lakes, is
one of the principal attractions of
this region and it is not uncommon
to have from 50 to 200 visitors in a
single day as is shown by the regis
ter kept near the door of the main
building for the convenience of those
who care to record their visit
This is one of the most interest-

Wilson the new chairman, is in
hopes to even better these conditions
in the next few years to come.
This year has been a record break
er all round as there were 800,000
trout and 250,000 salmon
eggs
taken or a total of 1,050,000 eggs
against
350,000 salmon and 400,000 trout eggs taken last year show
ing a gain of 300,000 eggs.
There have been planted,
this
year 1,140,000 fish in the following
streams, ponds and lakes:
Landlocked Salmon:
Mooselookmeguntic and Cupsuptic
Lakes, 75,000; Rangeley Lake 70,000;
Loon Lake, Dallas Pit. 3,000; Weld
Pond, Weld, 3,500; Howard’s Pond,

Supt. Hayford with 10-pound male trout captured for spawning at
Upper Dam. The gentlemen in the picture are Messrs. Woodbury, Tay
lor and Dougherty, and the gentleman in front was a guest at Upper
Dam at the time.
ing institutions of the State, as here
one may not only see some nice big
fish but also the eggs from which
they are hatched, and fish in
all
stages of growth from the little ones
barely able to swim to the old big
Daddy salmon weighing from
10
to 20 pounds.
This Hatchery was founded in
1903 under the superintendency of
Mr. Arthur H. Briggs who held that
position for four years at which time
he was appointed superintendent of
hatcheries of the State of Maine.
Hie successor, Mr. Charles Hay
ford, has held the position ever
since and has been doing excellent
work, for in the past three years
there has been more spawn taken
and more frysi planted than in any
four previous years.
However Mr.

Hanover 3,500.
Advanced Frys or Fingerlings:
Long Pond, Eustis,
12,500
Deer Pond, Eustis,
12,500
King and Bartlett Lake, Eustis, 12,50
North Branch, Dead River
12,500
South
“
“
25,000
Howard Pond, Hanover
12,500
Shallow Pond, Eustis
12,500
Big Jim Pond
“
12,500
Lake Everett
“
12,500
Pond in River, MagaLLowav Pit
40,000
Four Ponds, Rangeley
30,000
Kennebago Lake, Kennebago 37,500
Gull Pond, Rangeley
12,500
Mt. Bigelow Pond, Bigelow
12,500
No. 1 Fingerlings.
Chase Pond, Eustis
10,000
Greenbush Pond,
“
10,000
Shallow
“
“
10,600

P H IL L IP S ,
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Lake Everett
“
10,000 the spawn and protect the large fish, j
King Rarlett Lake “
10,000 Here many a speckled beauty may j
Round Mt. Pound
7,500 be seen from the last of September
T Pond
“
7,500 until the ice forms and I have al- j
G. W . PICKEL,
Deer Pond
“
10,000 ways found these men accommodating
T A X ID E R M IS T
Sweet Pond,
Strong
18,000 I and ready to show the big fish taken,
Dealer in Sporting Goods, Fishing
Garland
“
Byron
10,000 also to explain to anyone interested Tackle Indian Moccasins, Basket»
Bates Stream, Phillips
6,000j in this great work which the State and Souvenirs.
Porter’s
“
“
3,000 is better accomplishing every year j Rangeley,
Main«.
Vernon Pond, Farmington
17,500 j for the sporting world, and when you i
North
“
“
17,500 consider that by artificial hatching
NASH OF MAINE.
Mt. Day Pond, Strong10,000 ninty-fiv© per cent, are raised to
Licensed Taxidermist* Norway, Me.
Shiloh or Dutton, Kingfield 12,000 the age when, they can care for
Maine’s Leading Fish Taxidermist.
West Carry Pond, Dead River 6,000 themselves which if left to nature,
only
about
five
percent,
reach
that
High Pond
“
“ 6,000
EDMOND J. BOUCHER.
Brooks in Phillips
30,000 age, it is indeed a great work.
Songo Pond,
Albany
7,500
Licensed Sientific, Taxidermist.
It was my privilege this fall
to
No. iVz Fingerlings.
witness the sweeping of the pool on (Tanner) Will give you Standard and
Roxbury Pond, Roxbury
10,000 Rangeley Stream, just below7 the Moth proof work in all branches o f
Oquossoc Stream, Rangeley
10,000 railroad bridge and I will try to Taxidermy and Tanning. Price list
Moledgenwock Pond, Upton
10,000 discribe It to the readers
of the with useful instructions FREE.
No. 2 Vs Fingerlings
Maine W oods, as Ij wished then i N. E. Tel. 572-52.
Auburn, Me.
Howard. Pond, Hanover
3,000 that the summer guests could be pres 186 Main St.,
ent
and
watch
the
work.
Four Ponds, Rangeley
5,000
Wilson Lake, Wilton
5,000
Mr. Hayford telephoned to the dif
T. A. JAMES
Seven Ponds, Kennebago
5,000 ferent resorts in this section in order
Will continue to do business in Win
Cha.se Pond, Eustis
2,500 that the few who still remained throp and make a specialty of Muse
T Pond
“
2,500 might have the pleasure of seeing um work and mounting and painting»,
some of Rangelev’e big salmon as of fish in oil and water color.
that was what they were strippping
Winthrop, - - - Maine.
that day.
The accompanying illustration while
E S T A B L IS H E D 1892.
taken with a small camera yet will
Practical Glassblower, and Manu
convey an idea of the work.
The white lines to the right of the facturer of Artificial Eyes for Taxi
picture are the guy lines attached dermists a Specialty. 35 years Ex
to
the
railroad
bridge
while perience.
men in the boat are endeavoring to
F. SCHUMACHER
unhook the seine that has caught 285 Halladay St.,
Jersey City, N. J.
on a sunken log. The little group
beyond the boat are hauling in the
Taking fish from traps on Rangeley net as is the man at the extreme t Who’ll Mount ‘¿ / “ K 'L u J 2
right
Stream.

TAXIDERMISTS

The net when drawn into shallow
water was found to be so full
of
fish that it was necessary to use a
hand dip net to clean it out. In
three sweeps' there were taken from
this little pool, not over a hundred
feet wide, between two hundred and
fifty and three hundred fish which
were carried in tubs by two men
to the large tanks at the hatchery,
where they were retained until
stripped of the spwan, when they
were returned to the pool to run
back into deep water for the win
ter.

*

Your Game?

fe T ÍÜ %

4 ► trains here, to and from

the hunting
4* grounds. My thirty years experience in
4 ► taxidermy at your service.
Read my
4 ► Caribou trip to the Bald Mountain country
4 * New Brunswick, in this issue.
4>
77 Parkview Ave.,
4 > c, S. WINCH,
Bangor. Me.

**
4

Deer
“
“
3,000
4
’ '
Big Jim Pond
“
3,00
;*
Blakeslee Lake
“
1,500
Mt. Bigelow7 Pond, Bigelow
3,000
Gov. Hill, Augusta in exchange 10,000
Sweet’s Pond, Strong
3,000
“ M O N M O U T H M O C C A S IN S .”
Valley Brook,
“
2,000
They are made for
Tuft’s Pond, Kingfield
5,000
Grindstone Pond, “
5,000
Sportsmen, Guides, Lum berm en.
West Carry “
Dead River 5,000
Known the world over for excel
Bigelow Pond, Bigelow
1,000
lence. Illustrated catalogue free.
Native Trout No. 1.
Whetstone Brook, Rangelev
20,000
M . L. G E T C H E L L CO.,
Mt. View “
“
15,000
•
Main»
Quirnby
“
“
15,000
The largest salmon taken that hay Monm outh,
Rangeley
“
“
20,000 weighed 15 lbs. what a prize he would
Quirnby Pond
“
10,000 be on a fly after a battle of an
RODS AND SNOWSHOES.
Cold Brook, Cupsuptic
15,000 hour or
two!
However these
I
make Rangeley wood and split ba m 
Otter Brook,
“
15,000 are the wise ones that keep to the
boo rods for fly fishing and trolling«
Bemig Stream, Rangeley Pit. 30,000 deep water. Still there are a number Rods to let. Snowshoes to order.
E. T . H O A R , R an g e le y , M a in e .
So. Bog,
“
30,000 just like him caught every year in
Richardson Lake, Upper Dam 40,000 i the Rangeley Lakes.
40.000
Don’t fail to visit this picturesque
Four Pond, Rangeley Pit.
3,000 ! little spot whenever in this region
MAPS OF M AINE
Haley
“
“
20,000 j and you will, I am sure, feel well
Fingerlings No. 1%.
RESORTS AND ROADS
repaid for your time.
Mooselookmeguntic
and
Cupsuptic
Lakes
50,000
Maine W oods has frequent lnqurle*
Dodge Pond, Rangeley
4,000 T H E K A IS E R A -H U N T IN G GOES. for maps of the fishing regions of th *
state,
etc. W e can furnish the follow ing
Fingerlings No. 2.
Maine maps;
Rangeley
and Meganitic districts . . 25e
Oquossoc Stream, Rangeley
40,000
Kaiser Wilhelm has been indulg
M eganUc districts,
Rangeley
“
“
26,000 ing in his well known passion for Rangeley and
very large ........................... 25o
Moosehead
and
Aroostook dis
Yearlings Planted.
hunting with more than usual vigor
tricts .................................... 50o
Kennebago Lake, Kennebago 4,000 this year, and the cold which for a Franklin County ........................................ 60o
County ............................
&o®
Dodge Pond, Rangeley
1,00 few days postponed his intended Somerset
Oxford County ............................................ 60®
Mooeslookmeguntic
and Cupsuptic trip to south Germany was the penal Piscataquis County ................................... 50®
Aroostpok County ................................... 60o
40.000 ty of exposure on the
hunting Washington. County ............................... 60o
Outline map of Maine, 30x35 in. . . $1.00
Rangeley Lake, Rangeley
20,000 grounds about Doberitz.
Geological map of Maine ................... 36o
King <§T*Bartlett Lake, Eustis
3,000
Since early fall most of his leisure R. R. map of Maine ....................... 36o
Androscoggin County ........................... 36«
Little Jim Pond,
“
1,500 has been spent in following
the Cumberland County ............................... 3&o
Hancock Counity ...................................
60®
Lake Everett
“
1,500 hounds or in shooting, and, accord Kennebec
County ................................... 35®
Round Mt. Pond
“ 3,000 ing to report, he has again shown K nox County ...........................1.............. 3&®
Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties . . 35c
Blakeslee Lake,
“
3,000 himself an adept at both forms of Penobscot County ............................... 50«
W aldo County .......................................
35®.
All this means long rides-on teams, sport. Upon his last visit to his shoot York
County ................................................ 36*.
boats and trains for the little frys ing-box, Hubertus&rock, he achieved
a record of 31 stags bringing down
J. W B R ACK ETT CO.,
several of them with long and diffi
Phillips,
Maine.
cult shots .
This year the Kaiserine has accom
panied him on many of his hunting
G U ID E S ’ A D D R E S S E S .
expeditions, and at the Doberitz hunt
'V
a large number of ladies,
among
This column is for sale to guides whe
them his daughter, Princess Victoria want their addresses to appear
in
Maine
YVeods each week in alphabetical
Louise, joined in the chase.
order. F cr price, address, Maine W ood*,
Phillips, Maine.

Sweeping the pool on
or Oquossoc Stream.

Rangeley

(small fish) and hard work for the
men as they are shipped in cans
which are made for that purpose and
sometimes have to be carried
for
two or three miles on the backs of
the men. Especially is this true at
Four Ponds where they are taken
off the train at Summit and carried
from there to Round, Sabbath, Moxie and Long Ponds which com
prise the chain.
The work is, however, made easier
Bow and the traveling distance short
ened by the camps on Kennebago,
Cupsuptic, and Bemis Streams where
a man is stationed during the spawn
ing season to tend the traps, take

Utica, N. Y. Dec. 13, 1911.
To the Editor of Maine Woods:
The above account of the Kaiser’s
Hunt i® food for thought. To re
trace experience in this country the
hunting of deer is too sure of the
kill and long since opposed by law
and real sportsmen.
What is to be thought of a string
of thirty-one stags killed by one preson, as did the Kaiser from his “ boxshooting,” which means game were
purchased in quantity for the event,
and those in the park were all corraled and run past his position, and he
was indisposed in health even at
that.
It would require slight change
to lead the game by rope past the
veranda, where his Highness would
sit at ease and let the gun rest
across a rocking-chair and kill all
that were presented.
Brutal act, He is not a sportsman.
S. E. Stanton.

James E. Durrell, Rangeley, Me.
Joseph J. Hill, The Forks, Maine.
James Briggs, Howe Brook, Maine.
N. B. Nile, Rangeley Maine.

1804 HEBRON ACADEMY 190
Prepares thoroughly for all
college and scientific schools.
College, Classical
and
English Courses.

Location ideal for high mountain air
pure water and quiet environment.
A teacher for every 20 pupils.
W in te r term opens Tuesday, Janu ary
2, 1912. Spring term opens W ednes
day, A p ril 3, 1912.

Catalog on request. Write Principal,.
W . E.
Hebron,

U

S A R G E N T , L itt.
-

D.
Maine«

Advertising Pays”
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Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes Railroad.
T im e T * b le
P.M.
lv 10 50
A.M
Iv 13 00
lv 8 30
lv 12 01
12 32

In

E ffe c t

D ec.

A.M.
New York, (Gr. Cen, Sta )
Boston, (via Portsmouth)
Boston, (via Dover)
Portland

lv t9 00
lv 8 55
lv 1 55
lv

A.M.
5 15 Iv t l l 00
5 47
12 05

Farmington.
Strong,

lv
Iv 18 00

Will Listen to Reason, B u t

Strong,
Salem.

6 35

Kingfield.

1 30
1 05
lv 12 45
ar 11 50

Carrabasset,
Bigelow

11 23
lv 11 00

A.M.
7 40 ar 12 55

Strong,

ar 6 10
lv 6 15

Monkey With Their Cubs.

9 15
f9 40

Phillips,

7 17

P.M.

f7 43
ar 8 CO
P.M

P.M.

ar

P.M.
1 42
lv 1 20
Iv t6 05 lv Î7 30 ar 12 25 ar 13 00
6 20

Redington,
Eustis Junction.
Dead River,
Rangeley,

8 45

11 26

A.M.

12 00

flO 62
lv HO 45 lv tll 00
A.M.
A.M.
A.M.
See Note

f.

Train stops on signal or notice to conductor.
Daily except Sunday.
* Daily except Monday.
A. Change o f cars at South Lawrence.
Note. Trains Nos. 7 a n ! 12 are subject to cancellation any day without previous notice.
m o r r i s M cDo n a l d .
f. n . b eal.
President & General Manager
,
General Passenger A gent
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HABITS OF THE BEAR

3 d , 1911.
P.M.

P H IL L IP S ,

Conventional ideas as to bears were
formed before the extension of
natural history., which in the last 150
years has definitely added, the polar
bear to our list of mammals. Buffon,
writing in 1770, was still sceptical
about its enormous size, and about
the many differences in structure and
habits which were said to separate
it from other bears. He was inclined
to class it with the particolored bear,
an animal which displays, like the
Malay tapir and magpie, markings that
are the despair of believers in pro
tective selection. But Buffon was
wrong.
There are no intermediate
links, as in the case of the fox,
between the colored and the white
bear.

Peters
FACTORY 10ADED SHOT SHELLS
Embody the latest and greatest improvement in
shotgun ammunition —steel in the head and rim,
where it must be in order to afford protection to
the shooter. Absolutely the handsomest, best con
structed and finest shooting goods ever produced.
Peters “ Target” and “ High Gun” —medium p ric
ed shells— are superior to high p riced brands o f
other makes. Try them for your fall field shooting.
Full descriptive booklet mailed on request.

THE PETERS CARTRIDGE COMPANY, CINCINNATI, OHIO

NEW YO t K : 98 Chambers St.. T, H. Keller. Manager
SAN FRANSCICO: 608-612 Howard St.. J. S. French. Manager.
NEW ORLEANS; 32L Magazine St.. E. F. Leckert, Manager

The representative polar bear of
the greatest strength, courage and
Eustis and Bigelow Stage Line
ferocity has a yellowish coat; and
I am going to put a 12 passenger Stanley moun
the pure white coat, as a general rule retired without molesting them. Cat
tain auto this spring on my stage route.
My
i is a mark of cowardice. It is
line adds: “ It is a 1trite saying that
prices will be $1.00 from Bigelow to Stratton and
! difficult to account for this unless
$1.60 from Bigelow to Eustis.
man lying down is medicine to the
Trap Thieves and Other Notes.
j it be due to some taint of albinism,
H. Ranger, Proprietor, Enstig, .Maine
grizzly hear, though it is a well- B R O A D
, A T 63RD
é3RD STREET
STRE
; which is almost invaribly accom known fact that these monsters of | O A D W A Y
B y F. L. Butler.
panied by weakness and degeneracy S00 to 1000 pouu,ds’ weight attack i
! in any animal.
One conceives a any man. or horse they come across.’’ \
[IN TWO PARTS— PART O N E .]
Buckboad to
j time in the dim past when a single This characteristic repugnance to i
As I promised the readers of Maine
type of bear was to be found in tlie touch anything dead or motionless
M egan tic
P reserve Woods in my last article to give them North
of Europe living on that seems to prove that primarily
the j
an account of how my brother and I
mixed
diet
of flesh and fruit to which bear was a fruit-eating
and
animal, j
lost 50 or more traps one winter through
iiff
’
the agency of trap thieves, it is now polar bears speedily adapt themselves This had become an accejited tenet of!
K ennebago.
The lighter and more natural history before th© discovery
due me to keep good my promise, so, in captivity.
Buckboard leaves the Rangeley Lake far as my memory will allow, and ac speedy of these animals would tend of th© offal-eating polar bear.
House and Rangeley Tavern every cording to my ledger, it was the winter to go northwards, finding food later
There is an old tale about two
morning at eight o'clock. The Kenne of 1903-4 that we (by we I refer to my in the autumn and earlier in the
bago road has been greatly improved.
men who were surprised by a bear.
spring
than
the
others
and
mating
to
P. Richardson & Co.’ s Livery fur brother and yours,truly,) set out about
One swarmed up a slender tree; the
nishes any kind of teams desired for 75 traps along French creek and its sev gether before their fellows were roused
long or short drives with or without eral small tributaries, for mink and from their winter torpor. Thus they other being unable to reach this shel
ter, lay prone, holding his breath,
drivers.
coons. Our traps were scattered over would produce the highly Speciali
which was unnecessary. The bear
zed
type
which
cannot
climb
trees,
an area of perhaps five or six miles in
P. RICHARDSON & CO„
but, instead is wonderfully adapted, smelt him and went away. “ What
IN THE VERY CENTRE
Rangeley,
Mair e one direction, and about two miles in
Iwith
‘ts hair soled feet, to scramble did he say in your ear?” said the
another. We did not expect to reap a
OF EVERYTHING
on©
in
the
tree
now
rather
ashamed
fortune from this small line of traps, over io©, and with its long lithe boAll cars and 5th Avenue busses pass Hotel.
of
himself.
“
That
you
w'ere
a
cow
I
Subway
and
Elevated R. R. stations one minute
but our return sheets show that winter, ! Tdy and sinewy limbs to swim long
Five minutes walk to theatres and shops
in spite of trap thieves, was the most distances or spring .upon its prey, ard to desert your friend,” was the (i From Grand Central Station take car marked
cutting reply. This illustrates, too, "Broadway” direct to Hotel, or Subway to Colum
The sufferer from* this distressing profitable one we had yet experienced. the seal.
bus Circle, one minute from Hotel.
the curious belief that a bear will
60 Rooms, Detached Bath, $1.00 per day
complaint is only too familiar with all Well, to go on with my story, we had
100
..
„
„
1.50
In
capitivity
no
bears
hibernate.
its disturbing symptoms:—loss of ap
listen to reason.
Bear .talk was
25
with
„
1.50
„
been
reaping
a
fairly
plentiful
harvest
|
To
the
^
winter
bring3
a
dis.
petite, headache, dizziness, nausea and
100
„
..
„
2.00
always considered “ good medicine”
100
..
;.
250
vomiting, oftentimes meaning prostra of fur varmints for some time, when clination for baths; to the Malay or
3.50
,, and up
tion for two or three days and the con one morning we missed four No. 1 Himalayan, kept indoors, it makes by the Red skins. If a bear blocked j Suites with Bath
SEND FOR FREE GUIDE TO CITY
their path they addressed him po
sequent loss of time from regular du traps, and we had by the signs, reason
W . J O H N S O N Q U IN N , P rop.
ties. Such attacks vary in frequency to believe that a large coon was captive no change; but the black and brown litely, reminded him of their common
and duration with different individuals,
bears of both sexes eat sparingly and brotherhood, praised his nobility,
hut there is really no occasion for them in one of the stolen traps. This was the and at intervals, and some times
and asked him to kindly allow them
to occur at all. That old reliable first but by no means the last of our
househdld medicine “ L. F.” Atwood’ s losses as later events will prove: a sleep for two or three days together an unmolested passage, which he
Bitters, taken in teaspoonful doses, week passed but no more traps were in their dens a t' this time. In their frequently did.
morning and night, rarely fails to whol
wild state th© black and brown bears
Bears are usually considered dull
ly prevent an attack of sick headache taken.
One Monday morning we were mak choose a cave or hollow tree, and and foolish. In the Norse and Rus
or biliousness.
I f this preventive
measure has not been adopted, a des ing our rounds as usual, getting now there th© trapper seeks them for sian folk-tales they are th© butt of
Le-.rgesf Fur House ia Southern
sertspoonful when the first symptoms and then a varmint; my brother being their pelts and fo,r their abundant the peasant or of the fox. But few
Minnesota.
appear, will almost invariably ward off
grease. The discolored snow round '
Highest cash price paid for all
a severe attack. It may be obtained somewhat on the rough order, swore the small hole kept open by th e 1animals except monkeys are so in
kinds o f raw furs. Send in vour
shipments or write for our price
in large bottles, of any dealer, for roundly, long, etc., when we found that
telligent; none play so well together;
list. We also handle hides, wool 9
thirty-five cents, or sample free for the six traps had been lifted where we had animal’s breathing- does not escape; none learn untaught so many tricks;
and pelts.
asking. L. F. Medicine Co., Portlands them set at the junction of two streams. the trapper’s practiced c>'e, nor the
and none are so susceptible to educa
2 >o -2 18 E.ClarkSt.. Albert Lea,Minn. |
Maine.
This was our favorite mink set; there scratched tree trunks where the black tion. Bears have a sense of humor,
bear
has
scrambled
up
to
lie
hidden
|
were plenty of footprints in the soft
too, which is the success of many
V A L U A B L E M A IN E G EM S.
mud of the two-legged varmint who had i some hollow perhaps forty feet |an exhibition.
T ou rm alin es Discovered in Town of taken our traps, and tracks of two or above. This mild-mannered and in -! Few sports have had such a great
more dogs, which showed that the thief dolent beast, who seeks only to turn
Poland, Rich and Rare.
and sleep again falls an easy p reysand extended popularity as bear-bait
HUNTING
was, as the boys say, a dog master.
The Romans imported their
Another valuable pocket of tourmato
the hunter. But the brown bear j ing.
Some of you may think that we did
FISH IN G
ilines was opened last week by F. L. not get to our traps soon enough in the of Europe and the American grizzly bears from Britain, and the sport
Half the fun o f country
Havey of Ash street, Lewiston, in morning. If so it is a mistaken idea, are roused to fury when disturbed. can be traced in England to the
life is in these glorious
Queen Eliza
outdoor Bporta. T o grab
the famous Havey min© at Poland. because we seldom failed to be on our As late as 1057 the Gordon family Conquest or beyond.
your gun or rod for plea
beth
was
so
enamoured
of
it
as
to
sant pastime iu woods or
The value of the tourmalines taken trap line by sun-up, and sometimes be earned a crest of three bears’ heads ,
by stream is your happy
privilege. I f you’re fond
from this pocket is estimated at be fore; we finally catne to the conclusion for killing one of these ferocious crea j prohibit by oixjter in council “ plays to
of these things you wUl
be
performed
on
Thursdays
because
enjoy
the
tween 10,000 and 12,000.
that the thief operated in the daytime, tures ,in Britain. Every hunter know
NATIONAL SPORTSMAN
A |year ago last July Mr. Havey but we were never able to catch the that “ angry ns a she-bear bereft; bear-baiting and such pastimes had
160 pages a month, 1900 a
y e a r ; instructive, inter
In 16-.3 Mr.
found five pockets of tourmalines in gent in the real act, although we had of her whelps” is no empty phrase, j usuaRy been piac-ticed.
esting, thrilling, life-pic
tured atoriea on hunting,
bis mine, valued at $140,000. Among our suspicions but could not prove anyThere are various ways of taking |Chamberlain writes to Sir Dudley
flailing, camping,tramping.
“ The Spanish am
Wine the heart of every man
them were many crystals of pure j thing against him.
or turning the bear. Polar bears, Carleton thus:
and boy who Uvea where
these stirring enjoyments
The last traps taken were also No. both young and old. are often taken bassador is much delighted in bearwhite, splashed with red and known
are near at hand. 'Single
copies, 15c,; yearly sub
as the watermelon crystal, the 1. I mean those of the mink sets; if with a noose laid round a piece baiting. He was last week at Paris
scription $1.00
finding of these crystals being con they had left us the carcass for food of blubber in a hole and captured |Gardens- where
showed him all)
SPECIAL TRIAL OFFER
Send ns 25c. stamps
sidered a most remarkable occur it might possibly have proved some and packed in one operation by haul th© 1pleasure they could with bull,
or cash and we
poor consolation.
Speaking of the ing them into a cask and coopering bear and horse, besides jackanapes,
-will send yon a
rence.
copy o f the
The tourmaline is the only thing in traps taken which contained varmints, them. Their love o f sweet things and then turned a white bear into
NATIONAL
SPOETSMAN
nature that.contains all the colors at other times the traps literally walked is the undoing of other, bears. They ; th<> Thames, where the dogs baited
also one of our
heavy
burn
© f the solar spectrum, and several away by the score at varying intervals will ‘go into box-traps and fall-traps1him swimming, which was, the best
ished Ormolu
G old W ateb
distinct colors are often shown in and at different points on the lines, One after honey, or fasten their heads s*w t of all.” This was probably the
Fobs (regular
set I remember in particular. It was at, in a nail-studded molasses barrel! first Polar bear ever alive in Eng'
price, 50c.) a
one crystal.
shown with r m
the mouth of a small stream which while sucking the syrup. In somej*an(*‘
set leather strap
and
gold-plated
emptied into French creek and contained places they commit such havoc in pur
buckle.
Innumerable
public
accounts
show
Scarce
In
Cumberland two traps. At this set we had caught
Can you beat this ? .
Deer
suit of fruit that, cultivators have to j the sport to have been equally pop- Watch Fob, regular price . 00c. ALL |r^ u 1
i mink, coons and rats, and in the spring spread birdlime for them. Many men |ular everywhere. A town in the National Sportsman . . 15c y o u r . 2 5 C ,
.
County.
Send to-day,
65c ) y 0E
now and then a stray turtle, but some in India are killed when tiring to |North sold the church Bible, it is NATIONAL SPORTSMAN, Inc. 100 F e d e r a l S t Boston
good man in need o f traps had a mind drive off raiding sloth bears w ith! said, to replace their bear, which had
Mr. M. C. Morrill of Gray writes us to balance accounts with our traps to
bludgeons.
Shooting hears is usi-1 died just before the wakes, and there
that deer have been more scarce in boot. I don’ t mind the donation of
ually a tame proceeding, and th e ! is a saying still at Beverley that
Cumberland County this fall than in ;
and then a trap, but I would rather
advent of repeating rifles has made ’ “ it is better to go to a bear-baitin i
DON’T FORGET.
previous years.
ba present when donation day comes,
the hunt of the grizzly little more ! than to mass,” which had its origin
because the other fellow is apt to over than exciting.
in the fall of a chapel roof whereby
S cien ce o f P o l i t i c s .
draw his allowance.
the
fifty-five communicants were j Whenever you writ© to on© of our
Politics is the science of keeping
In the time of the single-barrelled
Generally when the trapper makes a
killed, but the 1000 at the bear-bait j
citizens happy.
smooth-bore,
however,
it
was
too
advertisers, don’t forget- to mention
khk about the price he receives for
outside went scathless.
furs, some unknown author will bob up serious a matter to be lightly under
It is important to
N O T IC E
Gatlin in his “ American j The lax morals of our ancestors Maine Woods.
with the usual story, his furs were taken.
wer© deplorable; tout the proportion you to do so; important to us and
We wish to secure numerous pho blue pelts, early caught, rotten, etc Indians” records his inability to per
ate attendance would not be great the advertiser naturally wants to
suade
two
trappers
to
attack
a
sheTake
it
all
around
the
bush,
the
trapper
tographs and articles relating to hunt
ly different now in the case of
ing, fishing, trapping, camping and has a good many enemies to fight. For grizzly and cubs. She had over
know where you found his name.
a popular preacher and an interest
thrown
their
canoe
and
scattered
its
instance
there
are
the
trap
thieves,
outing, also short stories
on the
Tell him, and thus do a good turn
contents while they slept, and then, ing cup-tie.—Jennisou, is the Man
w h o are ever on the alert for unlawfu
Same lines.
Send us in some.
for all concerned.
Continued to page 6.
having investigated them on all sides, chester Guardian.
The Editors.
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Quick Relief for Biliousness.

f I1Albert Lea Hide
& Fur Go.
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EACH HUNTER GETS THE LIMIT

Freeman
Frelman, Me., Dec. 17, 1911.
Albert Huff and Fred Harmon are
working for C. W. Huff.
H. A. Durrell is working for C. E.
Richards in Strong.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Soper and son,
Alton, visited on Freeman ridge over
Sunday.
Miss Ethel Brackley has returned to
i Bemis where she will teach the winter
; term of school. This is M«ss Brackley’e
second term there.
School at Starbird corner closed Nov.
29 after a very successful term, taught
by Miss Lulu Frost of Norway, Maine.
Miss Mina Durrell visited her aunt,
Mrs. Albert Huff several days last
week.
On the morning of Dec. 13 Albert
Huff found several strawberry blossoms
in his pasture. This does not look like
a very hard winter does it?

J. W . B r a c k e t t C o .
Phillips, Maine
OUTING EDITION.
• pages, ................................... $1-00 per year.
LOCAL EDITION.
12 and 16 pages ............ ^ . . $1.50 per year
Canadian, Mexican, Cuban and Pana
m a subscriptions, 50 cents extra, For
eign subscriptions, 75 cents extra.
Entered as second class matter, January 21,
1909, at the postoffice ^t Phillips, Maine, under
the A ct of March 3, 1879,
The Maine W oods thoroughly covers
the entire staAe of Maine as to H u n t
ing
Msihing, Trapping, Camping
and
Outing news and the
whole
Franklin
county locally.
Maine W oods solicits communications
and fish and game photographs from its
readers.
W hen ordering the
address of your
paper changed, please give the old as
well as new address.
T h e Editions
of
t h e Maine
t h i s w e e k a r e 6,500 cop ies.

Woods

Thursday, Dec. 21, 1911.
Left to Right—W. C. Abbott,
Courtesy of the Bangor News.

E X A G G E R A T E D R EP O R TS .

Last week we. published a list of fa
talities, copied from an exchange, under
the caption, “ Hunting Season’s Toll
Greater than that of Last Year,”
wherein were but two, and possibly
four of the eleven fatalities chargeable
to the regrettable habit of shooting
men for deer. Five of the deaths re
corded were purely accidental because
of carelessness of the victim. There
were two drownings and two or three
killed apparently I>y stray bullets, pos
sibly aimed at the\ victim—mistaking
them for deer—but no evidence to that
effect. It is an injury to the sporting
game to assume that these accident
should be classed with persons killed
by being mistaken for deer or other
game. In the published list there ap
pears to be but two authenticated cases
of such fatal mistakes, which were
wholly inexcusable, as is generally the
case when men are thus killed. One
might as well class suicides with the
gun as among the “ hnnting season’s
fatalities.”

H. W. Richardson, Willis U. Kelsey, J. D. Abbott, A. B. Payson, E. G. Cox.

The above named party of hunt- a ton
of vetftson, including another; TL© larger party were eight day® on
ers, from Brooks, Me., astonished ; lot, (three deer) brought in by A.
the trail and. were justly proud of
the natives when they arrived from N. Pelly, Alton Pelly and Will Emthe l^oseliead region with nearly j mons—not shown in the picture. |their successful hunt.

Ditrict No. 2.

G AM E N O TE S OF F A R W E S T .

¡LOCAL NOTESf

District No. 2, Dec. 6, 1911.
©
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Phillips and
©
Miss Annie, of Wilton were guests
of Mr. and Mrs. C. H. McKenney
Dr. and Mrs. P. O. Hopkins have
last week.
Mr. and Mrs. O. R. Walker ate moved to North New Portland.
Thanksgiving dinner with Mr. and
Mr* and Mri?- F- M- Hammond are
Mrs L B Field
spending their vacation with her pa^

H u n tin g

'

R ab bits

w ith

Said to be G reat

A u to m o b iles

Sport.

The Game Protective League of Okan
ogan, Wash., has forwarded letters to
the federal authorities upon the subjec
of transporting elk from Wyoming,
where their numbers are extensive.
Officers of the United States Depart
ment of Agriculture have written that,
Mr. and Mrs. Linwood Haley enter- r ’nts> Mr* and Mrs* Rufus Beedv*
tained at dinner Thanksgiving Mr.
Tuesday evening, December 19. elk could be secured for the Okancigan
and Mrs Georg© Haley Otto Haley Miss Helen Hilton and Miss Mildred forest, providing enclosures were made
and Mr. and Mrs. Elwin’ McLaughlin. Mahoney save a very pleasant dancing that would insure the safety and feed
Mr B F Pierson started
fo/ Party to the following guests: Mr. an ing of the animals. An endeavor will
West Somerville, Mass. Monday where! Mrs’ Carl H*nnings, Misses. Gladys be made to convince the authorities
h© will spend the winter with his Dutton> Mollie Hescock, Edith Hunter^ that it is unnecessary to keep elk in an
son, Ben Pierson, who is station \ Fern Voter> Juue Simmons, Estelle j enclosure there as the Okanogan forest
Barker, Ina Badger, Miriam Brackett, j is a natural breeding place for elk and
Messrs. Page,
William King,
snowfall being
light and
the
'^ m“ .T yd ia Smith has been vitteing I Messra*•»». William
King, Donald
Donald j deer>
deer, the
the snowfall
being light
and the
Hunters in Washington state are con
Goldsmith, Scott Brackett, Malcolm j winters mild in comparison with thei
tinuing the agitation against the her friend Mrs. Emma Smith, at Mad Barker, Everett Knapp, Lew Noble, I re3ent abode in Wyoming.
present state law, which limits the rid Station recently.
Ralph Tiecartan, Hollis Holt, Frank
Rabbit driving with the gunmen and
deer season to September and October
Horeyseck, \ inton Hough. Music was brush beaters in high power automoW
E
S
T
M
IL
L
S
.
and protects the doe at all seasons. It
furnished by Dr. Hilton and
Jack biles is a popular sport in Franklin coun
is said to be likely that an attempt will
The inviited guests to the Johnson Hubei. Billy King entertained the ty, Wash. B. F. Short, formerly of
be made at the next session of the leg
homestead, Thanksgiving day, were company with clever tricks, getting Spokane, now a resident of Pasco, had
islature to amend the act to provide an
Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Johnson and out of locked handcuffs, chains, and charge of the first drive in December,
open season in November and take the
Refreshments
of
coffee, when hundreds of long ears turned som
their
two
children,
Walter
and Alice bags.
ban off the doe.
of New Sharon; Mrs. Nora Blestren chocolate, sandwiches, fancy crack ersaults. Short says it is real sport,
of Farmington and Mr. and Mrs. L. ers and cake were served.
adding that when a real marksman is
Miss Phyllis Harnden entertained traveling 35 miles an hour in a machine
M. Chapman, West Mills. The menu
T
♦> was as follows:
Roast
turkey a party of her little friends, Satur and the rabbit is doing from 70 to 100,
I
X ..
.
. . .
and trimmings, mashed potatoes, day afternoon, Dec. 9, the ocasion j it tak^s a cracking good shot to get his
target. Expert trap shooters acknowl
sweet potatoes, mashed turnip, ap being her fifth birthday.
The afternoon was spent in play edge that the sport is the best they
ple salad, cranberry sauce, pickles
bread and butter, coffee and cream, ing games, among them being a pea have ever experienced.
mince, apple, and pumpkin pie. After nut hunt which caused much sport
A N O T H E R W H O T H IN K S
IT IN
Sportsmen in Washington stathej av
dinner a social chat was enjoyed for all.
T E R E S T IN G .
been
invited to take part in the big
Refreshments of ice cream and
as well as a nice treat of nuts, ap
“ varmint” hunt to take place in Pierce
cake
were
served.
Miss
Phyllis
re
ples,
candy
and
grapes.
This
event
Hartford, Conn., Dec. 4, 1911.
county in December, January and Feb
at the old George W. Johnson home ceived many pretty gifts in reTo the Editor of Maine Woods:
ruary. Twelve cash prizes are offered
membranee
of
the
ocasion.
Enclosed find my check for one dollar brought one ray of sadness for the
by the Pierce County Game and Fish
Mrs.
to renew my subscription to your very dear ones that were gone.
Protective association, and it is expectB IR T H S .
Johnson has not forgotten how to
interesting paper.
_______
|ed that the hunt will be the biggest afcook a good dinner which was much
Very truly yours,
Industry (Koch Hill,) Dec. 8, to fair of its kind ever held in the west.
appreciated by all. Mrs. Emily W.
C. H. Hutting.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Koch, a daugh-! For killing a cougar a hunter will be
Johnson and daughter, Mrs. V. A. ter.
credited with 2,500 points, while the
J. Weston, with Mr. Carville and Wil
Wilton, Dec. 7, to Mr. and Mrs j lowest possible number of points al
lie Sandford made 11 in number at
lowed is five for killing an English spar
Horace L. Ranger, a son.
dinner.
row.
The prizes range from $50 to $5.
Farmington, Dec. 1, to Mr. and
Among the invited guests at Mr.
Wins,hip District, Dec. 19, 1911.
Mrs. Eugene Campbell, a son.
Thirty hunters killed 250 rabbits in
There will be a Christmas tree and and Mrs. Bryant Fish’s, Thanksgiving
the ColunjJria Flat Gun club’s second
entertainment at the schoolhouse on day, were Rev. Geo. Ingram, Mrs.
D E A tH S .
drive on the Smith range, 12 miles west
York, Mr. and Mrs. Blanchard Luce,
Christmas night.
North Jay, Dec. 15, Freeman O. of Mesa, Wash., a few days ago. A f
Mr. and Mrs. Marcellus Luce will Hon. F. W. Patterson, Mrs. Geo. Patter the drive L. D. Smith assisted by
have a family tree at their home .terson and three children, Laura, Leavitt.
Frankie, and Dora; Mrs. Eliza Col
Christmas day.
Lewiston, Dec. 14, Edwin Dillon of the wives and daughters of the neigh
bors, served a dinner.
Mr. and Mrs. George RoAve and lins and son, Geo. Collins. A bounti Jay, aged 38 y<j»rs.
ful
dinner
was
served
and
a
very
little child of Portland are visiting
Freeman, Dec. 17, Mrs. Emily C.,
Charles Best of Coeur d' Altne, Ida
Mrs. Rowe’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. pleasant day was enjoyed by all pres wife of Matthew B. Weymouth, aged
ho, killed a cougar weighing 150 pounds
ent.
Marcellus Luce.
|about 73 years.
near that city on December 5. The
Mrs. Sarah R. Rackliff
spent
Miss Florence Heath and Master
Lewiston, Dec. 14, S. H. Stackpole
Mrs. of Farmington, aged 39 years. 9 mos. hide measured seven feet from tip to
Linwood Heath hav© been on the Thanksgiving with Mr. and
tip. He received $15 bounty from the
sick list, suffering \yith bad colds. Geo. Lovejoy.
24 days.
county.
Both are now better.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Bearor made
Farmington, Dec. 16, Mrs. Anna
Mr. and Mrs. Silas Blodgett of a Thanksgiving dinner for Mrs. M.' M., widow of J. F. Herrick, aged 70
M. Dicky, a trapper of Colfax, Wash,
recently kiiled three timber wolves, on
RangeJey have taken rent on the C. Gilmore, and also Burton Chap years 4 mos. 7 days.
which the bounty is $15 each; one bob
farm formerly occupied by the late men and Master Bertell Bearor.
Portland, Dec. 9, Ermon D. East cat, on which the bounty is $5, and
Elon Wright.
We are glad to wel
Miss Vera Snell enjoyed Thanks man, a native of Phillips, - aged 72 three coyotes,_on which the state paid
come new neighbors.
a bounty of $1 each.
giving dinner with her relatives, Mr. years, 8 mos.
Vernon Blodgett« who has been and
Mrs, Charles Smith
and
Temple, Dec. 12, William Hodg
employed by Indice Hamden for daughter, Vera.
A bill prohibiting the sale of wild
kins aged 78 years. Funeral- Satur
game J within the commonwealth of
over a year, has finished working
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Collins and day fore no on
Massachusetts will be presented at the
there and is now employed at Weld. children took Thanksgiving dinner
next session of the Massachusetts LegIndie© Harnden and Charles Noyes with Mr. and Mrs. Havana Spencer
j islalur^by a committee of five appoint
Good H i n t .
were at camp Doraljo, Haines Land in Anson.
Those who keep up a regular corre ed Jate/Wednesday, at Boston, at a gen
ing, on a hunting trip recently; they
sponder.ee with several friends will eral conference of game lovers, called
the Massachusetts Fish and Game
A L L E N S M IL L S .
brought home one good buck.
find it a good plan to keep envelopes *by
Commission.
addressed to each of them in some
Leave It to Her.
Arthur Radojiff is building a new convenient place, and into these to
“I asked your husband last evening
P o o r H orse.
saw mill to replace the one destroyed slip newspaper cuttings and notes of
If he had his life to live over again it
The family horse was shedding his
things which will interest each par
he would marry you. and he said he by fire a few years ago.
A subscription paper, circulated by ticular correspondent. When the time coat. "Oh, mamma," exclaimed small
certainly would.”
"He
certainly
Sadie, “do come and look at old Dob
■«friends among those more or less comes to write the letter it will be bin. I believe he’s all moth-eaten!”
wouldn’t.”—Houston Post.
found that the task is practically ao
interested in having a mill, secured
ccomplished.
donations well up to ?1,000.

Í Readers’ Forum I
I

Winship District

Freeman, Me., Dec. 16, 1911.
Mr. and Mrs. O. V. Will dined with
Chas. Huff ana family Thanksgiving
Day; Mr. a; d Mrs. D. T. Curtis with
Mrs. Anna Bangs and. Miss Stella, at
Strong; Clyde Durrell and Elsie Hinkham with the former's sister, Mrs. A.
R. Huff and Allie Durrell and niece;
Miss Mina Durrell with W. G. Durrell
and family, Strong.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Haines and two
daughters, Sarah and Thelma, visited
Mr. Haines’s parents, Mr. and Mrs.
N. H. Haines, in Phillips, Sunday, Dec
10.
Miss Ethel Brackley has returned to
her school in Bemis, after passing her
vacation with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. L. F. Brackley.
Miss Lillian Locklin has finished her
term of 16 weeks school in Mt. Blue
district and is stopping with her pa
rents, Mi*, and Mrs. Fred Collins.
Allie Durrell is wm-king in the woods
for Chas. Richards in Strong.
Clyde Simmons of Kingfield, was a
caller in town Sunday.
Forest Pinkham of Kingfield, has
been spending a few days at home dur
ing the hunting season.
Miss Iva Pinkham is again working
in the mill at Kingfieldr
Mrs. Lulu W. Frost of Norway, Me.,
who taught the fall term of school at
Starbird Corner, Is now teaching in
Salem village.
Mrs. May Huff and two children, Ray
and Lulu, visited her mother, Mrs.
Mittie Durrell, Sunday.
Mrs. Frost closed a very successful
term of school at Starbird Corner, Nov.
29. She was much liked by all. The
following progrom was well carried out
the last day:
Song,
Mina Durrell, Elsie Pinkham
Responsive reading,
School
Thanksgiving Joys,
Maurice Durrell
Thanksgiving Day,
Marie Frosr
Music,
Phonograph
Then and Now,
Elsie Pinkham
Mina Durrell
Eva Collin
Gladys and Jessie Petrie
Landing of Pilgrims,
Mrs. Frost
After Vacation,
Clinton Brackley
Sor/g—Silver Bell,
Thelma Lovejoy
School Time,
Clifford Pinkham
Trials of a Teacher,
Eva Collins
Harry Mayo
When Pa and Ma were Little,
Alton Soper
Birds’ Trades,
Clifford Pinkham
Clinton Brackley
Maurice Darrell
Alton Soper
Ray Huff
Walter Hayford
The Quarrel,
Thelma Lovejoy
Marie Frost
Rabbit School,
Walter Hayford
A Frolic,
Ray Huff
Dialogue—New Scholars, Mina Durrell
Elsie Pinkham
Gladys and Jessie Petrie
Quotations,
School
Song—There are Many Flags, followed
by a salute to the flag, which was
draped in front of the room.
At the close a social tiwe was enjoyed
by those present, with a peanut hunt
and games for the children.
Mrs.
Frost presented each scholar with a
treat of candy and peanuts, also each a
copy of D. H. Knowlton s supplemen
tary reading.
H is P ro s p e c t.

Small Willie had worn his older
brother’s cast-off garments as long as
he could remember.
One day he
said: “Johnny’s got the measles
I
s’pose I’ll get ’em as soon as he out
grows 'em.”
Convalescence alter pneumonia, ty
phoid fever and the grip, is sometimes
merely apparent, not real. To make it
real and rapid, there is no other tonic
so highly to be recommended as Hood's
Sarsaparilla. Thousands to testify.
Take Hood’s.

M A IN E

CLASSIFIED
O n e c e n t a w o r d In a d v a n c e . N o h e a d 
l i n e o r o t h e r d i s p l a y . S u b j e c t s In a . b.
c. order.

FOR S A L E .

b'OR SALE—-38 caliber Wmchestei
repeating rifle, as good
as new
Inquire of R. H. Preble, Phillips, Me

W OODS,
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Fishing At Pierce Pond Camps

Fly Rod s Note Book
BY FLY ROD
* * * > * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * < 3 > »JmJi

«J<»J.»J,►
;

St. Anthony Cottage, Phillips, Me.
November, 1887, the new jail was ready.
December 12, 1911.
One cold winter day in 1890, the only
It was my pleasure this week to be woman tramp was housed here. In
FOR SALE!— $20.00 Edison phono
graph for sale cheap.
Inquire at the guest of my old friends, Mr. and 1891 the names of two tramps, one
Mrs. Wm. W. Small, at Farmington.
from Jacksonville, Fla., and the other
Maine Woods office.
Mr. Small is deputy sheriff and from Indiana appear.
BOILER,
TEN HORSE POWEfc keeper of the Franklin County jail, and
In 1891, J. B. Ouillette, a Frenchman,
with smoke stack—$50
Need th*
room. J. W. Brackett Co., Phillip» the “ jail cottage” is now their home. from Jay, “ murderer,” received a
The jail is a place of interest, and one three-year sentence in state prison.
Maine.
always feels sad to think in this land of
This is about 1903, trouble began and
FOR SALE—Apples, 75tf a barrel, the free, where every one has a chance
the jail has since then received most of
without barrel at my house.
to be good and do right there are so its inmates from Jay, as the records at
Georgin^ V. Wilbur.
many who do wrong and are “ sent up” that time numbered only 800.
for thirty days, and perhaps much
“ Selling and drinking” is the princi
ONE 25 HORSE POWER gasolene longer.
pal cause of this jail having inmates.
engine, complete, with pulleys, sta
Last summer was the one of history,
In the afternoon seated in the office
tionary muffler, water and gasolene
close to the heavy iron door, I noticed for five murderers, as all know, were
tank, regular size pullv manufact
the records on the desk and asked Mr. tried at the September court and are
ured by Olds Gas Power Co., and one
now in Thomaston.
Small if we could not look them over.
No. 2 saw mill for sawing long anti
“ Did you ever go through the jail?”
We did eo, and from the pages I
short lumber with 40 in. solid tooth ;
learned many facts that to our county As the clink of the big keys and the
saw, manufactured by Ames Saw j
heavy iron doors close you follow the
are of interest.
Mill Mfg. Co.,
complete.
Thit j
It was in 1845, December the 8th, the keeper alrng the stone floors, look into
machinery has been in use for *
first
person, a Henry P. Newell of the cells with their iron doors and small
portion of one season, and is in ex
openings that take the place of windows
cellent condition.
For particular* Temple, was sent to the Franklin you find everything as clean as soap
County
jail
for
riot.
and price apply to E. E. Richards j
and water can make it.
In 1846 one from Rangeley is re
Farmington, Maine.
The men now wear the “ stripes” that
corded and we find out of the four men mark them as “ jail-birds.”
FOR SALE)— 90 acres land with sei locked up one was sent to state’ s prison.
The county never made a better in
In 1847 Geo. Fenix, Jr., of Phillips, vestment than when they extended the
of buildings situated in Phillips
Will sell buildings and what lano attempted to pass counterfeit money jail adding a workshop, where now
and landed behind the bars.
anyone wants. 30 acres timberland;
hundreds of cords of wood, that is
fine view;
excellent water; good j It was in 1849 trouble began and the bought of the farmers, is worked up
orchard; situated between two rivers : first man was sentenced for “ getting and sold to the customers in the village
which come together in this place, drunk,” and in 1850, Francis G. Butler, to whom it is delivered.
At present there are but 10 prisoners.
excellent summer home. Apply tc sheriff, committed one Azel Macomber
George G. Batchelder, Phillips, Me. of Jay, for selling “ spiritous liquors.” Since the workshop was built and the
For the next 62 years, until December, men are kept busy their health and
1911, the reason most often given for courage is much better. It is said that
FOR SALE—Pressed and. loose hay.
the inhabitants of this jail has been there is not a better kept jail in Maine
Evelyn Howland, Phillips, Maine.
using or selling “ intoxicating liquors,” I than the one of Franklin County, yet 1
and 1631 have been locked behind the hope none of my friends will ever be
W ANTED.
bars.
located there even for 30 days.
In 1854 we find Emery Brothers
WANTED-VTo let the loading of 1,
robbed the mail, and the next year
000,000 feet of square edge lumber
Farmington shuts up two men for seilon cars. Mill situated on siding.
ing(rum.
Begin sawing about Jan. 1 Answer
Mile Square, Me., Dec. 16, 1911.
It was in October, 1857, the first
to Maine Woods office.
Mrs. Annie F. Carlton of Phillips,
murderer, Henry Wilbur, of Rangeley, i
closed a very successful term of school
WANTED—A dog that will tree part ! who shot his own son but 11 years of in the Mile Square district, Saturday,
age,
was
sent
here
and
later
to
Augusta
ridges. Must be first class. Address j
Dec. 16. Those not absent for 16
with particulars and price.
C. W. or /nsanity, wheie he died.
weeks were Herbert Worthley and
We follow down the yellow pages of Chester Bubier, who were each given a
Whitney, Troy, N. H.
________________
_____
the old record and from Avon, Industry, jackknife as a prize. The afternoon of
WANTED— Salesmen to sell our guar j Farmington, etc., come men who had the last day was devoted to exercises.
anteed Oils and Paints. Experience! “ sold rum.”
The pieces were well delivered and
unnecessary. Extremely profitable o f-1 In 1860 Thomas Tuttle of Kingfield, j were a credit to the pupils and teacher.
attempted to kill a man with a scythe j The teacher furnished a generous treat
fer to right party.
The GLEN REFINING COMPANY, and was sent to state’ s prison after his of candy, apples, etc. There were a
term here. In 1861 Sydne B. Dyke was number of the parents present. Fol
Cleveland, Ohio.
sent here from Weld for murder, and lowing is the program.
TO LET.
“ by order of S. J. court admitted to Singing by the school—Work for the
bail.”
Night is Coming.
T o LET—Up stair» rent in
the
It was in September, 1862, that Welcome,
*
George Worthley
Macomber house. Mrs. Chas. Berry, Lawrence Doyle was sent here for the Recitation—NeHie’s Visit,
Phillips, Me.
murder of the 9-year old daughter of
Gertrude Dunham
Mr. and Mr. Isaac Libby of Strong. Declamation—Graduation Days,
SEVERAL COTTAGES east shore oi This murder will never be forgotten,
Mural Jacobs
Androscoggin Lake, nioely furnisher and attracted world-wide attention. Declamation—Santa Found Out,
everything clean and first class The people of this part o f Maine were '
Charlie Tnompson
Springs, ihattresses, feather pillow*. !
bedding, dishes complete. Fireplaces greatly excited over the fearful tragedy, j Recitation—Curfew Must Not Ring
Although Doyle, by circumstantial |
piazzas, shady groves, pure spring
Tonight,
Izora Lawrtnce
water, vegetable garden, ice anc i evidence was sentenced to “ one year in I Declamation—Seein’ Things at Night,
boats furnished. (Milk, butter, eggs solitary confinment in state prison, then '
Frank Torsey
nearby).
Excellent fishing. Base j
pickerel, perch.
Convenient to R to be hanged,” died before the year j Poem—The Star,
R. P. O. telephone, two mails dailj j expired, and until the last declared his
By four of the Scholars
F< r full particulars write, C. D. Llr j innocence.
*
Declamation—When
Pa was a Boy,
coin, Wayne, Maine.
Thus the fearful crime still remains a
Austin Marden
mystery and a grave in the cemetery at Music,
Gertrude Djnham
Strong tells where sleeps this little Recitation—Giving,
Vivian Marden
girl who was murdered while on her ! Declamation—I ’ m Going Down to
way to Sunday School.
Grandpa’s,
Thane Bubier
The next autumn Phillips had a Singing-—Red Wing,
Chester Bubier
murder, when Jesse Wright shot Tuck
Herbert Worthley
FAMOUS
near the Winship schoolhouse.
Louise Worthley
In November of the same year one Declamation—Do Your Best,
BACKWOODS
Samuel Richardson of Temple was sent
Roy Kinney
here for murder and his sentence, “ one Recitation,
FAIRY TALES
Neola Bubit-r
year in solitary confinment in state Dialogue—When I ’m a Man,
prison then to be hanged,” is read from
By five Boys
the pages.
Declamation—A Shower of Dots,
E d G r a n t , B e a v e r P on d C am p s .
In March, 1872, the “ sharpest and
Herbert Worthley
N e w r e a d in g m a tter, interesting-.
most notorious rum seller of this Recitation—Teaching School,
T h e fir s t e d itio n w a s ex h a u sted m uch
s o o n e r th a n w e e x p e c te d and the p o p u  county,” “ Marm Cleaves” of Carrabas
Gertrude Dunham
lar d e m a n d w a s s o g r e a t fo r a second set, who kept the only hotel at that time
Declamation—Jus’ Fore Christmas,
e d ition th a t w e p u b lish e d an enlarged
an d Im prov ed e d itio n to
b e sold
by between Kingfield and the Dead River
Grade Marden
m ail
(p o s t p a id )a t th e lo w p rice nam ed.
Little Boy’s La
T w e lv e c e n ts, p o stp a id . S tam p s
a c  region, was sent here, and after her Declamation—The
cep ted .
term expired she went back rtnd corf
ment,
Chester Bubier
J. W . B R A C K E T T C O .,
tinued the same business, and back she Music,
Phillips, M a ine .
Gertrude Dunham
came. Many remember the affair, and Declamation—I Love the Name of
I wonder if any one can tell what be
Washington,
Ray Kinney
came of “ Old Marm Cleaves.”
Declamation —What I Have to Wear,
It was in 1876 the only death, that of |
Kenneth Kinney
S P O R T SM E N
Luther Curtis of New Sharon is re Recitation—In Trouble,
corded.
Louise Worthley
':i: Photographs of Carry, Pleasant
In 1882 the record tells of Alpheus" Recitation—Vacation,
: ana Chase Ponds, Kineo, Moose- j;|:
Thora Bubier
•i;i head Lake and Bingham, Maine. :•:< Guild of Phillips, who “ kept a tippling
Miss Grace Worthley has been ill the
j;|: Fancy Blotter Style, size 4—9,
shop,” and paid his fine, $111.56.
past week.
Each in Box, Postpaid, 25 cents. j:j:
The next year Mary Violla Bean of
Miss Mildred Kinney has been work3 1-2 12 Panorama Views, Mount
ed. Size, 7 16. Each in Box Post- •§ Avon was sent here for burning lmild- king for Mrs. E. C Toothaker in town.
paid, 75 cents. Framed, $1 50.
ngs and taken to the insane asylum, L. B. Kinney who is pressing hay near
Augusta.
Mt. Blue, was home over Sunday.
1
J . R. M ESERVEY
Oct. 22, 1886, the big fire which
T i m e ’s g r e a t e s t Evil.
X;
Baker Street.
wept over this village burned the jail,
The greatest evil of the times is not
g BINGHAM,
MAINE1 | shut the records saved tell of the pria the love of pleasure, but the love of
iooers being taken to Auburn, and in ease.

Mile Square.

Pierce Pond. Camps are famous
for the good fishing afforded, and,
just to sihow that this is no idle
boast, a two days’ record is submitt

S T A T E D A IR Y C O N F E R E N C E .

Scores 475 Points.
A new revolver record is announced
by Secretary-Treasurer J. B. Crabtree
of the United States Revolver Associa
tion, in which John A. Dietz of the
Manhattan Revolver Club of New York
recently scored 475 points out of a pos
sible 500. The record was made with
50 shots at 50 yards, and is considered
remarkably high. It was previously
held by Dr. I. R. Calkins of Springfield,
Mass., at465, until raised a few months
ago to 467 by J. E. Gorham of 'San
Francisco.
— ■■■■

-

ed, as above, with the various
weights attached.
Charles
A.
Spaulding of Garatunk, is the pro
prietor of the camps.

-

A State Dairy Conference will be
held at the Auditorium, Portland, on
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, Dec.
27, 28 and 29. Some very interesting
speakers are expected to be present
The Department of Agriculture Ras the
co-operation of the Portland Board of
Trade and the Portland Farmers’ Club,
in holding this meeting. The Portland
Board of Trade will furnish a banquet
on Thursday evening, Dec. 28. Liberal
premiums will be offered on milk,
cream, butter and cheese.
...............

..-------

r -

Collector’s Advertisement of Sale o f Lands o f
Non-Resident Owners.

STATE OF MAINE.
Unpaid taxes on lands situated in the Pltn of Sandy River, in the County of Franklin, for the
year 1911. (N. B .—The name of said Pltn. was formerly Greeuvale. )
1 he following list o f taxes on real estate of non-resident owners in the Pltn. of Sandy River
aforesaid, for the year 1911. committed to me for collection for said Pltn, on the eight day of July
1911, remain unpaid; and notice is hereby given that if said taxes with interest and charges are not
previously paid, so much of the real estate taxed as is sufficient to pay the amount due therefor, in
cluding interest and charges, will be sold without further notice at public auction at the Schoolhouse in said Pltn, on the first.Monday in February, 1912, at nine o’clock A. M.
Name of Owner
Arthur Shepard and
muB
Everdene Austin,
F. A. Wilbur and D. F. Field
S. G. Haley,
N. S. Stowell,

Description o f Property

Amount of Tax Due,
Including Interest and
Charges

$ 8.75
Cottage and Lot on shore of L on^ Pond,
25.05
Lot 7- South of Beech Hill Road. 121 acres,
8.75
Cottage on shore of Sandy River Pond,
Lot L. 100 acres,
1. North of Beech Hill Road. 31 acres,
res, j
22
13.91
50
S. G. Haley and Harry¡Beedy,
South
100
13.85
............................... T X a “
110
r. B.
K. P., Franklin County, State of Maine. Wild Land now owned by
Maxcy and Lewis.
w». ■n. tx Section 1. Containing 675,28 acres
2,
2,045.75
3.
639.68
4.
640.88
5.
642.94
6.
742.52
7.
641.12
8.
64164
9.
648.92
10.
740
11.
276.40
12.
462,56
13,
680.38
14.
201.63
3T-«
17.
440.40
18.
561.51
19.
612.38
21.
495.44
22.
495.36
23.
494
24.
354.78
; E, Range l.BContaining 242
1.
6.
9Ô.76
7.
1.
66
8.
1.
68
3.
3.
214.55
4.
3.
126.60
5.
3.
154.98
6.
3.
260.44
2.
4.
122
3.
4.
159.52
4.
4.
159.66
5.
4.
160.20
6.
4.
160.96
7.
4.
98.76
7,
5.
101
7.
6.
78
11.
9.
238.90
12.
9.
76 75
2.
90
3.
110
9.
117
10.
105
19. West part of containing 12.20
Total Wild Land,
16,340.75
$2,667.91
H. A. HASKELL, Collector of Taxes of thejPlantation of Sandy River.
Dec. 18. 1911.

!
!

COLLECTOR’S ADVERTISMENT OF SALE
LANDS OF NON-RESIDENT OWNERS.

OF

State o f Maine.
Unpaid taxes on lands situated in the Town of Rangeley, in the County of Franklin, for the
year 1911.
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners in'the town o f Rangeley afore
said, for the year 1911. committed to me for collection for said Town on the tenth day of July. 1911,
remain unpaid; and notice is hereby given that if said taxes with interest and charges are not pre
viously paid, so much o f the real estate taxed as is sufficient to pay the amount due therefor, includ
ing interest and charges, will be sold without furthur notice at public auction at the town house in
said Town, on the first Monday in February, 1912 at nine o’clock A. M.
Name of Owner
W. R. Burt.
William Moore,
James M. Munyon,
Eugene E. Packard.
William B. Thomas,
E. O. Welch,
Temple E. Spaulding.
Dec. 18. 1931.

Description of Property
Amount o f Tax Due
One-half of lot No. 23, with camp on Rangeley lake.
$ 7.35
House and lot on Main street,
27.3©
Munyon Spring property so-called on North shore
of Rangeley Lake. Mill lot on East side of Main
street. Tufts or Neal buildings. West of Main
street. Homestead on East side of Haley Pond
stream, Rogers House and Lot on Main St.
390.6q
Cottage and lots Nos. 109, 110, 111, 7L,. on west
shore of Rangeley lake.
42.00
House, Barber shop and lot at Oquossoc,
6.83
Driving camp at foot of Dodge pond,
2.10
House and lot at Oquossoc,
29,40
GEO. M. ESTY, Collector of Taxes of the town of L mgeley
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T w e n t y B o re
S P R IN G F IE bD -M A U SE R SPORTING R IF L E $11.85. .The German Military Mauser fitted with the
new Springfield SO calibre army rifle barrel for shooting 7.65 m-m Mauser steel covered ball cartridges.
FINE HIGH PO W E R 30 D O LLA R SPORTING R IF LE 1 OR S 11.85. Millions of cartridges at$18.00 mi82. 00 ner hundred.
„
„
„
COLTS II. S A R M Y IN H B A R R E L CALIBRE 45 R E V O LV E R $8.50. Francis Bannerman, 501 Broadway. N. Y. Dealer in Mili
tary Goods from Govt, Auction. 364 page illustrated catalog 15 cents (stamps).

ON

THE

TRAP

GUNS

L IN E .

Having made a specialty for many
years in building 20 gauge guns, we
are in position to confidently recom
mend their use to such sportsmen as
desire to diminish the weight of their
guns and ammunition, and thereby
increase their comfort and pleasure
in any kind of upland shooting.
We make these highly serviceable
little guns in all grades with or with
out ejectors.
For further particulars, write to

Mountain View

Continued from page 3.
gain; then comes tie traveling fur
buyer with his go-between prices;
next is the eager grasping, dis- j
|honest fur dealer; and last, but really
first of all, are the express com
panies, who charge an enormous price
for carrying our goods to market. Is
it any wonder that the trapper some
times bewails his losses? And it some
times makes one feel like swearing
when he finds one or more of his best
C j. j.*
: sets destroyed, traps gone, and things 1
t j t d l l O I l ¡turned upside down; you naturally look
jupon this scene of iuin and vow th a t1

A. H. Proctor of Salem En Route For
Home.
s h ip m e n ts

Only

OX

D ccr
F rom
rv
*
»pi

\J(|t!OSSOC
|
»XT

U n e U e e r L ess l n a n L ast I e a r.

PARKER BROS,

isome day y0u win be even with this j

Meriden, Conn.

_____

gent who owns such long fingers.
No matter how or where we set our
W.
G.
Morse,
A.
Gauntier,
Jas.;
traps,
or how carefully we concealed
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Welch of
N. Ï . Salesrooms,
Haines Landing were the guests of Garienu and Chas. Seret a party them, some prowler was sure to find
32 Warren St.
from
Rumford
who
have
been
huntthem*
but
of
course
no
one
but
a
pro
Mr. W. H. Adams of the Davis Arms
Co. of Boston, at Mountain View Fri ing in. this region, returned home fessional trap thief, as a rule, knows
Thursday without securing any game. just where a trap is apt to be set, thus
day night.
he can average two out of three with did not intend to be driven away by a spruce thickets, and not from the
E.
S. Gifford of South Poland, suc The shipment of deer from Oquosout much trouble. It is quite a loss to measley sneak thief. I would not be back-doors of the mill towns.
cessor to Sanford’s Stock Farm was soc up to Monday morning was 155
a trapper to see his tools of trade van driven away even if I was sure of los
Why not ask each of the proprie
among the arrivals Friday. He had or one deer less than a year ago,
ishing day by day. Perhaps some of you ing every trap I owned.
tors of bublic camps to send you in
been on a hunting trip at Wildwood but had it not been for the crust,
old trappers have lost a few traps in
By hearsay I learned where, some of a story of the best hunting or fishing
this season would doubtless have your time. If you have, come forward
but bad to return gameless.
The Auburn party mentioned last been a record breaker as up to about and tell us all about it; those who have our traps went but I never took the incident of their territory this year,
week that have been at Fred Burns’ three weeks ago the deer were being had experience know that I am not time to follow up the clue, for under or the best story that was told at
certain conditions I did not think it ad- their fireside?
camp near Kennebago
bridge Re shipped every day in lots of from j stretching my story.
j yisable, for my own evidence pointed
turned home Saturday, only secur two to twenty, but the crust was
And why not ask H. H. Holman,
It is not my desire to give or invite otherwise. Later on I will give you some
almost as good as a closed season,
ing one deer.
of 2 Stone St. New York City, if he
inflated ideas, or misleading statements of our other mink sets, baits, etc.
While passing one of the
farm making it more noisy and harder
can’t give you a little article on
On an average we considered ourselves Each trapper has his hobby about sets,
the
houses in Quimby Pond region re hunting than in the fall with
fishing; o f Dr. L. F. Criado, 430
lucky if we lost less than from four to baits, etc., and we have ours. I have
cently, I saw a pretty sight in the rustling leaves, as every step could
six traps every two weeks. Of course caught both mink and coon in muskrat West 116 St., New York City, for a
meat line for hung up in an open be heard for a long distance and it
there were times when we did not lose paths, with blind sets. In these paths I contribution; or Chas. A. Lane of
shed were two nice buck deer, and was next to impossible to get within
any for some time, allowing for the caught three coons one night, not over Winchester, Mass., for something of
between them a good big fat bog, shooting range of game of any kind.
weather, etc., when it was too cold for 15 rods apart, and the same night not interest stored up in his memory-box;
so if this man has plenty of potatoes What hunting was done had to be John Sneak to get out.
or Mr. Ed. Broome, Supt. of Schools,
far from these, two traps walked away,
he is sure of a living a greater part road hunting and wily deer soon got
Rather nice to walk along and find |and by the signs I think a coon went Mount Vernon, N. Y. for a little
of the winter at least.
wise to the roads and only crossed your trap stakes pulled up and your
talk on bass fishing; or Walter W.
with them.
Mr. A. H. Proctor of Salem, Mass, in the night so very few deer have
Sabin
of Portland, for a fish talk;
traps gone, and your bait, if you use
(To be continued.)
who has been stopping at his farm been shipped from here since the any, hanging over nothing but empty
or J. W. D. Carter, of Portland, or
on the shore of Rangeley Lake ar first rain and nearly all the late space or water. The only and best
Frank G. Leavitt for an Adirondack
GOOD S U G G E S TIO N S .
rived here Sunday night en route parties have had to' return home way I ever found to fool Mr. Sneak j
story (he is* also of Portland); or
gameless.
for home.
-----------Walter H. Rich of Portland for a birdwas the blind set, use no bait for this j
set and sink stake level with mud and But, All Sporting and No Locals talk; or Dr. Chas. W. Bray, of PortW ould not Please Everybody.
land, for either a Maine or Caro♦♦♦<
daughter left town Saturday for cover chain and end of stake with mud,
________
'
lina
article?
and
cover
trap
when
possible
with
wet
West Milan, N. H., where they expec
These are bona-fide suggestions,
to spend the winter.
Mr. Prescott leaves. Don’ t put too many or you i Our subscribers following sugges
met them at Mechanic Falls to ac may spring the trap, or offset the jaws tions are appreciated and the good and each and every one of the men
so that the animal can work his foot or people mentioned may
company them to his home.
consider named are clever and interesting
Miss Mona Loomis has been leg free; this is about the only set that themselves invited and urged to do and worth listening to if you can
get them to put pen to paper.
spending several weeks in Andover. I can truthfully say wherein I fooled a as suggested.
Rangeley, Dec. 18, 1911.
Do you think I am knocking? Not
The Ladies’ Aid society held its trap thief, and even this set sometimes To the Editor of Maine Woods:
Melvin Tibbetts was in Boston last annual Christmas sale at the library fails.
the
least little bit.—only prompted
Enclosed please find one dollar in
week.
We used to catch now and then an payment of my subscription to your by a desire to see Maine Woods a
Thursday of last week.
Over $20
oppossum in our traps. It was generally
Donald Mathieson is home from was realized.
paper which is always welcomed and little more interesting to the people
where
they
were
set
on
the
small
Kent’s Hill for the holiday vacation.
who are obliged to live 50 weeks in
Miss Marcia Mitchell .is acting as
read thoroughly.
Mrs. Charles Harris entertained operator in the Farmers’ telephone streams. We also caught cranes, ducks,
You have asked Somewhere for the year in the roar of street traffic
five tables of whist players at her office during the absence of Miss squirrels, birds, rabbits, woodchucks, comments from readers regarding and among the fumes of coal-smoke
skunks, and most everything in the line
boarding place, the home of Mr. and
Sadie Jacobs. Miss Jacobs is vis
the make-up of your
edition, and and auto-gasoline.
of varmints. Not that we were trapMrs. Berne Ellis, Wednesday even
I am,
iting her cousin, Mrs. Ed. Coburn, at
I cannot refrain from asking why,
ping for all of these animals, but they
ing of last week. Cake and coffee Andover.
Cordially yours,
would persist in getting into our traps. if y° u are intelKMDg
make
a
wove served.
Geo. C. Orr.
Mrs. George Russell was in Phil
About
this
time
an
inventory
was
j country-wide-read paper, you assume
On Thursday evening there was
lips a few days this week.
deemed advisable, and after a careful I that we ai'e interested
the local
a masquerade party at the skating
W o o d G iven Long Life.
count we found ourselves short of some |items about peop,e vifiiting fr° m
rink. Dancing was enjoyed part of
There
are now employed a number
21 odd traps of various sizes, of course i o n e t o W r i 4 0 a i l o t -b e r > e t c
Ju st A bo ut.
the evening. Miss Bessie Hamden
These items are all very well for of processes whereby wood can be so
this
was
not
like
losing
a
fortune
on
Uncle Ezra— 'Then what do you
who represented an Indian Maid and
the mastication and digestion of the altered in character that it become»
Mr. George Dill as “ Uncle Sam’’ think is the matter with the world Wall street, but it meant equally as
Women’s Afternoon Club or the almost fireproof, and is no longer lia
ble to dry rot or any of the disinte
were awarded prizes for the best cos nowadays?" Uncle Eben—“Just this: much to us in the long run. We bought
There’s too much business in religion a few more traps, aHd traded and got Chickadee Debating Association, but grations that come under the head of
tumes.
and not enough religion in business!” some of other trappers, so we could con- what nio3t of us want is a draught decay
Friday 'evening a sociable was —Puck.
I tinue operations on our trap line. We of clear air across the dry-kyle and
given at Furbish hall for the bene
fit of the Seniors. Excellent music
was furnished by Mrs. C.‘ B. Harris
and Fx-ed Conant. Miss Phyllis Rob
ertson won the piize for guessing the
most charades. The following pro
gram was given.
Bertha Russell
Piano solo
Susie Tibbetts
Solo
Faye Worthley
Solo
Reading
Lila Hoar
Bertha, Russell
Piano duet
Eugenie Esely
Helen Raymond
Reading
Susie Tibbetts
Quartette
Faye Worthley
Muriel Hoar
Helen Rayrnon
Bessie Harnden
Reading
Duet
Susie Tibbetts
Muriel Hoar
Ira and George Ploar were in Lew
iston last week buying horses.
Miss Emma Russell is home for
two weeks.
Agis, son of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
L. Oakes, was operated on at the
home of Dr. A. M. Ross, Tuesday
7 his “Photograph Shows O n e O f M a n y Fur Catches
of last week for appendicitis.
Dr.
S old T o Fur D ealers W h o jddvertised
Brown of Stratton, assisted Dr. Ross
In T h e M A I N E W O O D S
in performing the operation, which
was very successful.
Last Season.
Mr. and Mrs. William Tomlinson,
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvader Hinlcley, Mrs.
Nathan Ellis and daughter Faye, are
in Lewiston this week.
Mrs. Erma Prescott and little

J

RANGELEY

Mr.Fur Dealer:-

Do you realize t h a t
thousands of dollars’ worth
o f furs are captured in the
State of Maine every year?
Do you want to buy a part
o f these furs? Then adver
tise in the MAINE WOODS.
It reaches every hunter,
guide and trapper in Maine.1
J. W. Brackett Co.,

Phillips, Me.

M A IN E

Stevens Rifles and Telescopes In-

W OODS,

Who Built Up the West?

dispensable for High Scores.

When the writer "went west” in
'87, he explained to a "corporal of
At the recent Tournament (prone finance” that if moneyed men invested
shooting) of the Parjc Club of Bridge in the west, "we must go there to get
at it.”
port, Conn., sixteen out of seventeen
On returning two years since, with a
contestants shot Stevens Target Rifles. small portion of the estrayed eastern
Two high score men made 199 out of a finances, another discovery was made:
possible 200 points. Thè total o f the Farmers and other eastern consumers
were baying grain, meat, etc., from
first five men was 987 points.
the west!
Stevens rifles, Pistols and Rifle Tele
Again—a fastidious few, and far too
scopes continue to win honors for accur many, were and still are, patronizing
acy everywhere and will be in active the mail order houses of Chicago and
use during the indoor winter season other distant cities. Millinery, grocer
shooting now approaching. All target ies, dress goods, farm implements and
machinery, etc., etc., were coming east,
shooters who have not yet seen the new
while eastern money has gone and is
Stevens General Catalogue No. 53,
still going west to pay for these neces
should apply at once for a copy to J.
sities.
Stevens Arms & Tool Company, Chico
Whal is the answer?
pee Falls, Mass.
This interesting
The east has builded up and is still
reference book illustrates and describes
building up the west. Much of the
in detail all the famous Stevens Target
capital invested there has been lost to
Rifles and Stevens Rifle Telescopes.
the eastern owners.
Invested here, Maine’s growth would
have likewise been phenomenal.
A D V A N C E N O T IC E .
Mail order money, spent at home,
would have warranted better goods and
Dear Sirs:
We are pleased to advise you of the better prices.
If your store or milliners do not
following changes and additions to the
line of Stevens firearms for the season carry goods to suit your taste, aren't
you largely responsible?
of 1912:
Where do you get credit or redress
No. 200 20-gauge repeating shotgun
for delivery after July 1. This will be when needed? Not in Chicago.
Did you help build up the palatial
a hammerless take down mode’ : drop
forged solid breech, matted on top; buildings in Chicago? If so, why scoff
plain walnut stock, half pistol grip; at poorer business houses at home?
We have heard of a man who suffered
rubber butt-plate; barrels 26, 28, 30
misfortune and his fellow citizens
and 32-inch, chambered for 3” shells.
No. 27 "Favorite” rifle for delivery ! "chipped in” and aided him several
after April 1. Same price as old No. j hundred dollars’ worth. Notwithstand
17. Will be made with 24-inch full ^ing this, this man bought most of his
octagon barrel and blued frame. Alto- i needs from a mail order house, incl udgether much handsomer than any rifle |ing a hundred dollar order—a big trade,
as he thought. Reviewed by a local trad
ever sold at the price.
No 12 "Marksman” rifle. List $4.50 |er, he found it could have been bettered
For delivery after May 1. A tip-up j at home!
lever action, especially designed for the | This teaches two lessons—or three:
use of smokeless cartridges. Take When in need of help you get it from
down model; blued frame, 20-inch round home people if at all.
You are too easily hypnotized and de
barrel; 22, 25 and 32 caliber. The
strongest action ever put into a low- ceived by the glowing catalogues and
promises from the mail order houses.
priced rifle.
The mail order houses are great ad
No. 85 and No. 89 "Dreadnaught”
single guns. List $7.50 and $8.00. For vertises.
The home merchant, who suffers
the trade that wants a very extra
heavy breech gun. 12 gauge only, 26 most this loss of trade, possibly never
to 36-inch barrels. Weight about 7 1-4 advertises.
The resident ought to ascertain how
pounds.
fcTThe Stevens line of firearms is the : well he can do trading at home, and the
most complete of any on the market and i traders ought to see to it that the con
our capacity enables us to take the sumer does know.
Think it over.
,
best of care of our customers under all
conditions.
Our salesman will call on you as early
Colonel Alden J. Blethen.
as possible and we trust that you will
be prepared to favor him with your
Middle-aged and older residents of
season's specifications.
Phillips and Franklin County will rememVery truly yours,
J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co.
! her Alden J. Blethen, at one time prin
cipal of the Phillips schools, and later
head of the Little Blue School at Farm
ington, where Editor Aloert Shaw of
the Review of Reviews, Nat Good
win, actor, and other present day men
of note, were his pupils.
fe l l
Also
Since 1897 Colonel Blethen has been
HIDES, PELTS & WOOL
editor-in-chief o f the Seattle Daily
T op prices and Satisfactory
Times, a powerful paper on the north
Returns guaranteed.
V e sell
a l l J V lin ls o f M r r l T r a p s at
Pacific coast. Always aggressive and
low est prices, and T a i* all kinds o f
I t i d oh and F o r a fo r R o b e s and
bold in his public utterances, the Colo
C o a t « , tvrite fo r our price lists.
A L B E R T LEA H ID E * FUR C O .,
nel has his enemies as well as a little
2 3 2 M a rk e t S tr e e t,
A lb e r t L e a , M inn.
million admirers.
More than any other influence, the
Colonel’s newspaper made the .election

FURS
W ANTED

Shaw’s Pneumatic
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of Mayor Gill possible in Seattle, the
Mayor since having been “ recalled,”
with much attendant billingsgate and
mud-sl nging.
A partizan grand jury indicted Colo
nel Blethen for conspiracy, abetting a
nuisance and other municipal and politi
cal misdemeanors, as has been exten
sively proclaimed by yellow magazines
and newspapers. It was apparently
but an effort to stifle the vigorous on
slaught of the colonel editor, and evi
dently resulted as would the dowsing of
kerosene on creeping flames.
The
Colonel doesn’t stifle readily.
Papers have recently arrived from
the west, containing full accounts of
the first trial of the Colonel, under this
indictment for "aiding and abetting a
nuisance,” the best evidence of the
prosecution showed that Colonel Blethen
counselled and advised a certain dis
reputable dance house to "counsel and
obey the law.”
The trial fell absolutely flat and
Judge Ronald instructed the jury broad
ly that there was no scintilla of evi
dence to convict the defendant, and him
self directed a verdict of "not guilty,”
the foreman of the jury signing the
verdict in open court.
It was fully predicted that this case
practically decided the whole attempt
to besmirch the Colonel and his paper,
as the prosecution would naturally fire
their big guns at the outset.
It may be further stated that, when
the indictments were originally made,
the prosecuting attorney refused to
issue papers because of the insufficiency
of evidence, but was compelled to do
so by edict of the court. His refusal
was endorsed by the action of the trial
court.
Colonel Blethen and his two sons are
conducting a great and influential paper
and have for many years enjoyed a
large measure of affluence, business,
social and political prominence and fi
nancial success.
O. M. M.

D ID N ’T KN O W IT W A S

LUMBERING
OPERATIONS.
Postmaster Haley

Phillips

Sidney G. Haley, Esq., postmaster at
Phillips, is quite extensively engaged
in lumbering operations this winter.
His principal undertaking for the win
ter is the logging and sawirtg of one
million feet of hemlock, spruce and
pine on the William Howland place, a,
mile or two below this village, on the
east side of the river.
For the sawing, a portable sawmill
has been located on the tract and near
the railroad, where about 30 men are
employed, Mr Haley having about 25
cutting and hauling to the mill.
This was one of the largest local
mart growth of soft lumber in this im
mediate vicinity, and will occupy the
loggers till long into March before the
supply is exhausted.
Mr. Haley is also cutting about 100
cords of white birch on this Howland
tract, as well as 100 cords of wood.
In addition to all this Mr. Haley is
cutting and buying some 2,000 cords of
! poplar, which is being brought in by
. rail and sold to the Rumford and Con! tinental mills.
He will also furnish the local mill, the
\International, with 300 cords of white
: birch, 200 cords of which will come
j from the woods of No 6.
The Howland lumber will mostly be
! shipped to the Boston lumber market.

LO A D ED .

It is learned from the account
of the disaster, that a lump of the
explosive had dropped on the counter
To ascertain its effectiveness, a by
stander had the intelligence to apply
a lighted match to the lump, which
proved to be genuine and would not
stand the fire test. Instantaneously
there came a flash and
puff of
smoke and next the explosion. The
blaze had reached the powder keg
and with the suddenness of an earth
quake the broadside of the building
was lifted from the foundation, and
niuch of the contents went sailing
toward the moon. Two o f the party
present were badly burned about the
face and otherwise injured by being
hurled through the demolished wall.

A FORMER RESIDENT.
Andrew

Young,

of

Aroostook

County Renews Ac
quaintances.
Previous to 29 years ago, one of the
local business men and property owners
here was Andrew Young, whose place
of business was where the postoffice
now stands.
Mr. Young built and
lived in the cottage next to the Beedy
house. His wife was Miss Mary Beedy.
They had one daughter who was mar
ried and died in Aroostook County at
the age of 30 years.
Mr. Young went to Houlton, Aroos
took County 29 years ago and later pur
chased a farm near town and has since
bought two others.
A farm which he purchased 19 years
ago for $3,850, he sold recently for
$20,000. He expects to sell the other
two somewhere near $10,000 or $12,000
each. On one of these farms the past
season, Mr. Young raised 3,(00 barrels
of potatoes and 1,500 bushels of grain.
He owns a potato storage house which
holds 6.000 barrels.
Mr. Young has built a cottage home
in Houlton, which he expects soon to
inhabit and continue his residence
there. Of course he is very much in
love with Aroostook County, and at the
age of 66 concludes to practically retire
from active business, at least from
farming, and take life with his wife
leisurely.
He went on to Rangeley, Friday even
ing to visit his brother, George Young,
and Harry Furbish and sister, his
nephew and niece.
While Mr. Young was here Friday
he spent the day looking up the few
old-time friends left in the village, all
of whom were heartily glad to meet him
after so long an absence.

Flour for Every
Baking Need
Bread, cake and pastry better than ever
before, reward
the cook
who uses
William
Tell Flour.

TRAPPER’ S SUPPLY C O
BOX W .. O A K P A R K . ILL.

Milled from Ohio
Red Winter Wheat by our
own special process, it is richest
in nutritive qualities and goes
farther than most flours.
More loaves to the barrel means
big economy. Remember and order
a barrel today.
qs)

I am apent for the besT En
gine for Motorboats. Get
my
price and let me show you some
of my engines and operations.
I take orders for the construcion of all kinds of motorboats
and have elegant new boats on
Rangeley Lcke
to let, either
with or without engineers.
E.
R an ge le y ,

L.
-

HALEY,
.

M ain e.

C.

H.

M C K E N Z IE

T R A D IN G

CO.,

P H IL L IP S ,

ME.

Pay a fine; that his wife did not
want him to to and he wa,s holding
her down to eat his dinner.
On
telling him that was no way to do, to
let her get up, he got up and took
his chair up. She got up from the
floor and without saying a word
walked, deliberately to the fire-place,
took a shovel or fire poker and
started for me with a vengeance.
I sprang for the door and calling
back to the man that if he had to
Put her down again to choke her
to death, jumped. onto my wagon.
“ E X T R A H A ZA R D O U S.’

United States Planning to Save Lives
of Hunters.

The United States may soon have
a department of life saving for hunt
ers somewhere like that sustained
for sailors.
More hunters than
sailors have been killed this fall since
the shooting seasons opened in the
states.
The biological survey of
the United States government began
three years ago to get ready for
such a department. Men are talk
ing mor© and more about the neces*sity for some kind of protection for
the hunters, not from the wild game
but from the careless shooting of
hunters.
'1 henusands who would like
tc get out with guns when the sea
son is open a week for shooting deer
do not go because of the danger of
being shot.
The federal survey keeps statistics,
and its experts claim that after a few
years of gathering and studying the
figures they hope to be able to form
ulate a plan for federal and State
laws which will protect the lives of
men from careless shooters.
They
are working on such a system of
game laws now. They have found
that 47 persons have been shot ac
cidentally this fall by hunters who
took them for deer.
That is almost
as large a number as has been slain
in deliberate murder in the same
time.
The careless shooting is on
the' increase.
Dr. T.S . Palmer, chief of the bio
logical survey, sayis:
"One
fact
which we have learned during the
three years we have kept this record,
is that there are practically no deer
hunting accidents in States which
prohibit the shooting of does. This
is because in those States the hunt
ers hesitate a moment before firing
to determine whether the animal is
a doe or a buck.
In case the ani
mal happens to he of the two-legged
variety that brief pause before pulling
the trigger is enough to save human
life.
The United States has more hunter i
than any other country in proportion
to its population, and it has a larger
population than most other nations. It
also records the most accidental kil
lings in the woods, 150 last year,
and the expectation is that this year
the number will be close to 200, beeause that would be in keeping with
the annual increase for the past
few years. The slaughter that way
is more than twice as much as by
flying in aeroplanes in the entire
v/orM.
i 1-6 L* ftfi A L) crtCK*j

The sage who remarked that "evt .'
cloud has a silver lining” might have

gone on to explain that the lining isn t
visible from the position which the
majority of us have to view the clouds.

When, whereas one Theodore G
Dexter of Farmington, Me., by hii
mortgage deed dated April 19. 1847
Relating old-time experences a and recorded in the Franklin Countj
writer in the Waldo County Herald Registry of Deeds, in Book 9, Pag«
249, conveyed to one Isaac M. Fellows,
relates an experience while traveling then in full life but since deceased, j
over the country in early days. He certain parcel of land situated in Avon
in the County of Franklin and State o:
says:
Maine, and being lots number« d 8 anc
Nearing an unfinished farm house, 9 in the 3d range of lots in said Avon
after passing through a woods,
according to the plan of said town, tc
heard an uncommon
noise inside contain 350 acres, be the same more oi
First thinking it to be the frolics less; and whereas, the said Isaac M.
Fellows, deceased, leaving a last will
and screams of children, but soon and testament, which was duly proved,
recognizing a woman’s voice, I rapped approved and allowed in the County oi
loudly on. the door. In an
in Middlesex and State of Massachusetts,
and an authenticated copy of which has
stant all was still inside. Waiting a been filed and allowed in the Probate
minute I rapped again; not a sound, Court within and for the County oi
whist as a mouse. I opened the Franklin, and a copy thereof recorded
outside door, passed through an in the Registry of Deeds for said
County of Franklin, and one Abbie D.
entry, opened the inside door to the Fellows has been appointed and qual
kitchen and at a table in the mid ified as executrix of said will; and
dle of the room a man sat eating whereas, the said Abbie D. Fellows,
executrix, as aforesaid, by her deed of
his dinner On her side on the floor assignment dated July 19, 1911, and
lay a woman with her head direct recorded in Book 137, Page 360, in the
ly under his chair with the lower Registry of Deeds office in said county,
to the undersigned the said
round across her neck, making her conveyed
mortgage deed and the property there
a prisoner.
in described; and whereas, the condi
On exclaiming "What does this all tion of said mortgage has been broken.
mean?” the man began to explain Now, therefor, by reason of the breach
of the condition thereof, I claim a fore
that he had been warned to meet at closure of said mortgage.
on© o’clock for inspection and mili
Hartry H. Field.
Daniel F. Field.
tary duty (as that was in the days
Phillips, Me., December 2, 1911.
of the old Maine malice law) or
A W O M A N ’S W IL E S .

SMOKE OUT, In cold weather trappers
smoke out mi re mink, "coon” , skunk, etc., in
one day than they can take in traps in a
month—b sibe they *et prime furs worth the
most money.
A P I >1E beings illustrated guide It tePs
how Giving J e first time in print the trea
sured secrets o f the wisest old trapper in
this country, it’s worth dol'ar- to you,

Be-

hind the Busy. 4nuzz-Saw.

Writes a Cherryfield. correspondent
Although no lives were lost and. the
act that resulted, in the destruction
of the property was unpiremeditaed,
the store of J. B. Sprague at the
Ridge on a recent evening was as
badly wrecked as was the Los An
geles Time® building after the Mc
Namaras had gotten in their work.
At th© time the explosion occurred
the owner was absent, leaving the
store in care of his son, who had
deal ou a quantity of powder to a
customer.

Smoker

7
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WEDDING
RECEPTION.

Where To Go ln Mame
A N D R O S C O G G IN
L E W IS T O N ,

COUNTY.

M A IN E .

D e W itt House.
Leading Hotel. U n e x 
celled in Maine. Booklet free. George
S. Patte, Proprietor, Lewiston, Me.

WEST C A R R f POND CAMPS.
W est Carry Pond Camps. Under
new
management, will be put in first class
shape for the season of 1911 and offers
every inducement to fishermen, hunt
ers, and nature lovers.
F ive
small
ponds within 40 minutes walk of
the
home camps wlhere trout may be taken
on the fly every day
in
the season.
First class table service, comfortable
wel> kept camps and pleasant surround
ings. Elevation 2000 feet.
For further
i.niormatLoIT and illustrated literature
address,

V IA

RUMFORD

FALLS.

Given by Mr. and Mrs. Ernest

Best Salmon
and
Trout
Fishing
in
Maine.
F ly fishing begins about June
1.
Send
for circular.
House
always
open. John
Chadwick
& Co., Upper
Dam, Maine.

W.

Briggs of E ast Auburn,

EUSTIS
Eustis, Me., Dec. 18, 1911.
There is snow on the ground again
so they go on runners. The river is
open so they can’ t cross with teams.
Miss Ina Lovejoy has gone to her
home in West Mills for'a few weeks’
vacation. Mrs. Charles Smart is tak
ing her place at the Sargent house.
Blaine Viles, member of the Fish and
Game Commission, of Augusta, was in
town last week. .
Miss Georgia Smart js home from
Farmington for her holiday vacation.
Mark Dagget was home from Cupsuptic a few days last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Day have gone
to New Vineyard, where the former’s
sister, Mrs. Will Rice, lives.
Mrs. Mark Daggett and children are
visiting relatives on the Ridge.
Miss Elsie Wyman of Stratton'
visited friends and relatives in town a
few days the past week.

In honor of their recent marriage,
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest W. Briggs, of East
Open for the fall hunting. These camps
W IN T E R V IL L E , M A IN E .
located between Kennebec Valley
and Auburn, gave a reception to many of
Red River Camps, Beautiful place for
Dead River Region, the
best Of deer their friends Saturday evening, in the
vacations.
Best
of
fishing.
T. H.
I shooting,
a few
moose, black
bear,
Tweedle.
j partridges and ducks, good hunting trail Grange hall at East Auburn.
I leading in all directions, team always
There were over 200 friends of the
i ready to get out
gam e. R ates $10.50
CUM BERLAND COUNTY.
Per week after Oct. 1. N o charge for young couple present.
boats. W rite for booklet. Henry
J.
R. B. TAYLOR, Prop.
As the guests entered the hall they
Lane, Oarry Pond, Maine.
DEAD RIVER,
MAINE
were taken down the receiving line
where the young couple stood, accom
R O U N D M O U N T A IN L A K E CA M PS.
panied by Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Hall.
Deer, bear and partridge shooting.
The bride was attractively gowned in
Camps remain open until Dec. 1, and
white lace net with due satin.
H. M. CASTNER, Prop’r. are warm and comfortable. Book
Dancing was enjoyed until a late
early to secure the best guides,
hour.
Refreshments of ice cream and
everything reasonable
guaranteed.
Portland,
Maine
punch were served during the evening.
Thoroughly first class. The hotel for j F o' turther ^ o r m a t i o a w rite ,
The young couple received a large
siarne v a c a tio n s , tourists and s p o r t j
» O N O. B L A C K W E L L , Prop
number of handsome and useful gifts
Maine.
men. All farm, dairy products, pork RwLnd M ountain,
from their hosts of friends. Music
and poultry from our own farm, enablLake Parlin House and Gamps. was furnished by Perry’s orchestra.
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables, i X
P a r k feea^tifuliy situated on the
Among the gifts was a gold watch
Are delightfully situated on shore of
shore of Lake
Wood,
Autolng Motor Lake Parlin on direct line from Quebec
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
and chain to the bride from the bride
^alem, Me., Dec. 16. 1011.
ing, Trout and
Salmon
fishing,
17 to Riangeley Lakes,
popular
thorough
American plan. Send for circular.
miles of lake and
60 miles of river fare for automobiles, being a distance groom’s father, W. C. Briggs. There
Archie Childs has returned from Bos
boating. Twin Island Camps a t Skinner. of 122 miles each way.
E. A . Boothman.
Lake Parlin and the 12 out ponds In was a large quantity of linen, old ivory, ton.
F R A N K L IN CO U NTY.
the radius of four miles furnish
the cut glass, and silver ware. Among the
Elias Reed has moved to Madrid.
best o f fly fishing the
Whole season.
KENNEBEC COUNTY.
R AN G ELEY LAKES.
The house and camps are new and have out of town guests were Mrs. Geo. W.
Arthur Jones shot a nice buck deer
Camp Bemis, The Birches, The Barter.
all modern
conveniences,
such
as Harris of Salem, mother of the bride,
W rite for free circular. Oapt.
F.
C.
last week.
B E L G R A D E L A K E S , M A IN E .
baths,
gas
lights,
open
rock
fireplaces^
Barker, Bemis, Maine.
The Belgrade.
Best Sportsmen’s Hotel etc.
The cuisine is unexcelled.
and Mrs. Lina Jones of Hartford,
Mrs. Effie Jones has been working
in New England. Best black bass fishvaiiucii
w **.
___ _
______ _
Canoeing,
boating,
bathing,
tennis,
at Kingfield a few days.
D A w rrn f v i a k p c
|
in the would, best trout fishing in j m ountain*'eUm blngf’ automoibtllng, etc.' grandmother of the groom.
an, .I fa t a d at
a * » - N. Hill & Sen, M anners. . a 0wT ° f . r
boogfet.
_
>.
Mrs. George Willis was in Farmingthe foot of Bald Mountain in a good ---------------------------------- ------ — — ---------------------------I
H . P. M c K E N N E Y , P roprietor,
ton a few days ago.
fishing: section.
Steamboat accommodao x f o r d COUNTY.
Jackman,
Maine.
tions O. K . Telephone at camps. Two , __ _________________ _ _ ______
,
I __________
-----1
—
School began Monday under the in
mails daily.
W rite for free circulars to
U P TO N ( M A IN E .
W A S H IN G T O N C O U N T Y .
struction of Mrs. Frost.
- ,w
EL- LIS’ Prop r'
Maine
Durkee’s Camp. On Lake U mb agog and ---------- -- -------------------- ------------------------------------— B a l d Mountain,
M a i n e . Cambridge River.
Best of Deer and
G R A N D L A K E S T R E A M , M A IN E .
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Foss have been
--------- ------------------------ ---------------:---------------------- ; Duck hunting. Excellent F ly Fishing and ■Ouananich© Lodge and Cottages, Grand
Joseph Vehue of Springfield, Mass., in town for a few days.
tt
, i t-»i
i
i
’ ll
i
I Trolling for Salmon and Square Tailed j Lake stream Village.
Sunset
Camps,
M o t e l Blanchard W i l l
he i Trout. T. a . Durkee, Prop, Upton, Me Dyer Cove. Grand Lake. Norway Pines ; is visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Emily Willis spent a few days
___________________________ , House and Camps. Dobsis Lake.
Best
all around location In the United States John Vehue and other relatives.
in Kingfield last week.
closed for the winter Dec. 3 i ------D O N 'T F O R G E T
I for & fishing, loafing or hunting trip.
Mr. and Mrs. Eibridge Luce have
There is to be a Christmas tree and
Look us up. ' Circulars at %ail the lead
E. H. GROSE, Stratton, M e .: Wh<mev" v you write to on© Of our ing
railroad offices and a t sporting out- been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Barrett exercises at the church Monday even
.
„
|fitters, or address W . G. Rose, manager
Stream,
advertisers, don’t forget to mention and treasurer, Grand
Lake
-------- Ramsdell, the ladies being sisters.
ing.
to
Master Sherman, the infant son of
W estDCarX’E PondAC^mps offers every I Main© Woods.
It is important to November, or 108 W ashington Street,
H. C. Moody has been buying and
nature™lovers? F ^ s m a U p on d ^ w lth in |you to do so; important to US and IP o s t o ^ M a s s .. telephone. Main 6600 all Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Ramsdell, has re shipping poultry lately.
covered from a recent illness.
40 minutes walk
of
the home camps tile
advertiser naturally wants to
where trout may be taken on the fly
A C C ID E N T W A S F A T A L .
Barrett Ramsdell aud Milton Hatch
every ¿ a y In the season.
First class knew where you found his name.
catance lake.
x
Beat of Salmon and
Trout fishing, j had a successful rabbit hunt one day
table service,
comfortable
well kept m
le
il
m
m
,
and
thus
do
a
good
turn
Also
all
kinds
of
game
in
season.
In
camps and pleasant surroundings. Ele
S. H. Stackpole, Farm ington Station
vation 2000 feet. For further informa fo,. nil concerned
formation and Terms furnished on ap- I last week.
plication.
Private boardLng house. F.
Agent, Died a t the Lewiston.
tion and illustrated literature addiress, tor all concerned.
Bernard
Jennings
is
home
from
FarmO. Keith, Cooper, Maine.
Hospital.
R A N G E L E Y , M A IN E .
! ington High school for a two weeks’
Scott's Camps, Qutrnby Pond, famous
I
hefliday
vacation.
for fly fishing, five miles from RangeSamuel H. Stackpole, agent of the
ley, two miles
from
Oquossoc,
good
road direct to camps. Transient parties
Farmington station of the Maine Cen
accommodated, beat of meals served.
Are situated on First Debsconeagr Lake, l-4mile from West Branch Penobscot; Reached
tral R. R., died at the C. M. G. hos
Telephone connection by
which boats
and accommodations can be secured. J. from Norcross by steamer and canoe in 8 hours.
Individual log cabins and tent roofed log camps; 1
pital in Lewiston, at 4:10, Thursday
E . Scott, Box 268, Riangeley, Maine.
own garden, and hennery; daily mail; best New York, Philadelphia and Boston references.
afternoon. He received injuries in
LOG C A M P T O L E T .
On L
q
an accident at Farmington, Thurs
>ng Pond.
F
. Near
.... RangeLey,
_ ... ...........
..
Long
Five
West Freeman, Me. Dec. 16, 1911.
R oomsi. Brick fireplace, Cook camp, Ice,
day morning, and death resulted from
“ A\ddress
Spring water.
MT. KA TA H D IN at our doorway offers b88t mountain climbing in New England; side trips from
Over at Maple Grove Corner Thanks
these camps to Sourdnahunk, Rainbow, Nahmakanta Lakes. A specialty made of outfitting and
„
GEO. H. S N O W M A N ,
a fracture of the skull. Mr. StackRangeley,
planning
trips
down
the
West
Branch
from
N.
E.
Carry.
giving Day passed rather quietly. Mr.
M a in e ..
pole was rushed to Lewiston by
Best Family Cooking in Maine.
Abner Searles had reason to be thank
V IA R A N G E L E Y .
DEER AND MOOSE hunting in season, in as good territory as there is in Maine, Rates $2.00 ful that so many of his neighbors took special train.
York’s Camps Loon Lake. Address J. and $2.50 per day. Open entire year. Snowshoeing, skiing. Tobogganing, visits to lumber camps
Lewis York. RJangeiey, Maine. Booklet.
The train left Farmington at 9:45
during winter months. Booklet for the asking.
hold to help him build a camp to shel
o
’clock
'and arrived in Lewiston at
ter himself and family after the loss of
ON R A N G E L E Y L A K E .
HERBERT M. HOWES,
their dwelling, which was burned to 11:12. tie wras taken to the hospital
Mingo Spring Hotel and
Camps. The
most attractive place at the Rangeleys.
Millinocket Me.,Dec. 1 to May 1; May 1 to Dec. 1, Debscooeag, Me.
the ground with nearly all its contents immediately and it was found neces
Advance booking advised. Address
A.
S. Perham, Rangeley, Maine
early Tuesday morning, November 28. sary *o amputate the injured leg be
Mr. Searles was away at work at the low the knee. The severe injury to
T his place is famous fo r the E arly i
time,
and the ell part of the building the skull was the cause of his death.
"\
Samuel H. Stackpol© was born in
^OLLEGE preparatory.
Business
Trout Fishing and Excellent Guides. !
was nearly consumed before Mrs.
Winthrop, Me., 42 year» ago. He went
Searles
and
her
grandson,
the
only
oc
A
^ courses.
Gymnasium.
Athletic
IN
T H E
cupants of the house, were awakened to Farmington 20 years ago as sta
field.
Manual
training.
The
only
tion agent for the Sandy River R. R.
by the flames.
School
Miss Bertha Pratt, who has been He was at one time a resident of
school in Maine inviting comparison
fo r boys
assisting Mrs. F. O. Smith with her Auburn and was employed by the
King and Bartlett Camps, 2,000 feet
in chool, athletic and home equip
housework for some time, returned Main© Central at their Lewiston
above sea level, unexcelled for trout
home recently. We are are all glad to office. Mrs. Stackjx>le will also be
ment with high grade priv
fishing or an outing. Individual cab
see her smiling face among us once remembered as a soloist at an
ins, open wood fires, excellent cuisin
ate schools.
Snowshoeing,
more, as she is much missed when Auburn church.
fiu© natural lithia spring water, mag
tobogganing,
skiing,
horseaway from home.
He was a member of Maine Lodge,
nificent scenery. Renew your health
The winter term of school began in No. 20, F. & A. M .; Franklin Chap
back riding, maple-sugar
In the balsam-laden air of Maine’s
the Lincoln district, Dec. 4, with Miss ter, R. A. M.; Jepthah Council, R.
Ideal resort. Address
making, fishing, and hunting.
Bertha Bradford, teacher.
and S. M.; and Pilgrim Commandery,
HARRY M. PIERCE,
f Autoista en route to Rangeley are invited to inMrs. Abner Searles has been stop Knights Templar.
ping at George Thompson’s since the
pect our complete plant. Tuition $700.
King and B a rtlett Camps,
He is survived by his widow, who
burning of her home. Mr. Searles and was Miss Mary Elwell of Winthrop;
Accommodations for two more boys.”
Address, Farm ington, Me until the
Mr. Hutchins were able to occupy by his mother, and by a sister, Nettie,
ADDRESS
tease n opens.
their camp Friday night. The day be both living in Winhtrop. Mr. StackG E O R G E D. C H U R C H ,
" I t is a pleasure to
tell
you that
fore the fire Mr. Hutchins went to pole had many friends all over the
H e a d m a ste r
Chamberlain’s Cough
Remedy
is the
Strong and purchased about $20 worth State and was widely known as an
best cough medicine I have ever u se d ,"
writes Mrs. Hugh Campbell, of Lavonia,
of groceries, which were all consumed. experienced railroad man.
Ga. " I have used it with all my chil
AROOSTOOK

W EST

COUNTY.

CARRY

POND CAMPS.

END

HOTEL

SALEM.

/

}

North Farmington

HOWES' DEBSCONEAG CAMPS.

West Freeman

For MOOSE and DEER

r

Woods o f Maine

ABBOTT

* *

Farminerton.
ngton,
IViaine

Tenth Year
opened
September 27

dren and the uesulits have been highly
iStlsfaetory ,• * For sale by all dealers.

Sportsmen

and

Walker-Hinkley.

Tourists, Attention.

Trout and salmon fishing all
through the season. First class ser
vice; special attention paid to part
ies taking canoe trips into the back
country. Tam© deer to amuse the
children.
Free illustrated booklet.

MODERN TRAPPING METHODS
A Valuable Book for Every

B IL L Y SO U L E ,
Pleasant Island, Oxford County, Me.
DEAD

R IV E R

TRAPPER, OLD

OR YOUNG.

R E G IO N ,

The Sargent. Up to date in every par
ticular.
Maine’s ideal family vacation
resort. Good fishing and hunting sec
tion.
Cuisine unsurpassed. A . B. Sar
gent, Prop’r, Eustis, Maine.

Price 25 cents.
J.

W.

BRACKETT

C O .,

L A S T OF SEASON.

Phillips, Me.

D O N ’T F O R G E T .
T e s t for D i a m o n d .
Advice to Lawyers.
To test diamonds the following is
To a counsel arguing before him at given: “ Make a hole in a card with
advei’tisers, don’t forget to mention Clerkenwell (Eng.) county court,
a needle and look at the card through
“Let me tell the diamond or imitation. If it is a
Main© Woods.
It is important to Judge Edge remarked:
you a story of a case in which as genuine stone you will see but one
you to do so; important to us and counsel I appeared before Mr. Justice hole; if it is an imitation you will see
Mellor. I had used my strongest ar two holes. Or, place the object to be
the advertiser naturally wants to
guments, and thinking I was not con examined on your finger and with a
know where you found his name. vincing him I used some weak argu magnifying glass look through it. If
ments afterward. Mr. Justice Melloi
Tell him and thus do a good turn said to me: ‘Now Mr. Edge, don’t put genuine you can not see the grain of
the finger; if imitation you can see
too much water in your brandy.’ ”
for all concerned.
the grain perfectly.”

Whenever you writ© to one of our

Miss Edith Hinkley, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Warren Hinkley of Madrid,
was married Wednesday evening, Dec.
20, to Mr. Dana S. Walker of Phillips.
The wedding was at the parsonage in
Phillips. The single ring service be
ing pronounced by Rev. M. S. Hutchins,
pastor of the Union church.

Five

H unters

Secure eight Deer in

the Closing Days.

G. C. V^elch, J. A. Bradford and C.
L. Verrill, all of Wayne, this state, dur
ing the latter part of the hunting sea
son were stopping with L. E. Hardy,
who lives in the Winship district, in the
northerh part of Phillips. All three of
these gentmen secured their duota of
deer, and their host, Mr. Hardy, also
secured a six-point buck.
Charles Hammons returned from
camp last Friday with his family, bring
ing a six-point buck for the family
larder.

TAKE NYOIL WITH

YOU

INTO

THE WOODS IN YOUR GRIP

No Sportsman’s Kit
is complete without
it. No Guide will
recommend
any
other oil after he
given

NYOIL
a thorough test on his
rifle. It’ s the b est lu b 
ricating; o il e v e r r e 
fined ; in a class by it
self for use on firearms
It w ill n ot g;uin o r
chill. It contai ns no

acid. It A bsolutely
PREVENTS RUST.
All

hardware

and

sp o rtin g goods stores
sell it
I^irge bottles

cheaper to buy. 25
cen ts; trial size, 10c.

Wm. F. NYE,
New Bedford, Mass.
Also Mfr’ of
NYOLENE
in tubes. Try either
or both.

M A IN E

W O O D S,

BEAUTIFUL XM AS GIFTS
A Full Line o f
Japanese Metal Vases, Pencil Trays,Calen
dars, Napkin Rings, Card Holders, Shaving Sets
and many others.
SILVER MESH BAGS

P H IL L IP S ,

Dec. 11, T. G. Estabrook, Brunswick,
teen Harris and Alice Takash. Those
who were absent but one day on a c 1 doe, ex. Bigelow; L. Currier, Wilton,
count of illness were: Alida Goodwin, 1 buck, ex. Kingfield; J. W. Nash, Nor
Donald Luce, Colin Staples and Zena way, 1 buck, ex- Kingfield.
Dec. 12, H. Dennis, Bangor, 1 buck,
Toothaker.
F.
L. Dyer is having a bathroom putex. Bigelow; A. F. Davis, Green, 1
buck, ex. Bigelow; Arthur Davis,
into his house on Depot street.
Mr. Allen of Norway visited his Green, 1 buck and 1 doe, ex, Bigelow,
friend Esca Mains a few days the first A, G. Eustis, Strong, 1 buck, ex.
of the week. He accompanied Mr. Carrabasset; A. F. Skillings, Waterville, 1 doe, ex. Carrabasset; J. C.
Mains to his home in Norway Sunday^
Mr. and Mrs. James Welch are re Clark, Freeport, 1 buck, ex. Kingfield;
ceiving congratulations on the arrival Bernard Taylor, Portland, 2 bucks, ex.
Bigelow; William True, Phillips, 1 bob
of a baby boy to their home.
cat.
Total number of deer for the week,
49; one bobcat
Grand total for all game to date,
present season, 3 bobcats; 11 bear;
569 deer; 16 bundles partridges. Record
game
s h ip m e n t s
fo r
w eek
number deer, 641, secured season of
E N D IN G DEC. 12, 1911.
1910.

GAME SHIPMENTS

BRASS WARE
Dinner Gong, Tobacco Jars, Ash Trays, Cigarette Cases,
Fern Dishes, Book Rack, (Table) etc.
Silver Mesh Bags, Chatelaine Pocket Books, Leather
Pocket Books, Leather Bags, Collar Bags and Boxes.
Latest style in Manicure Sets, Pearl and Bone Handles,
Toilet Sets, Military Brushes.
A com plex line of Dennison’s Novelties, Calendars,
Package Taoe, Seals, Tags, Stickers, Garlands, Wreaths
and other Decorations.
New Games and Puzzles.
Be sure to look at the New Game of Base Ball and
Basket Ball.

Dec. 4, L. B. Jones, Waterville, 2 doe,
ex. Rangeley; Gardiner Taylor, Water
ville, 1 doe, ex. Rangeley; H. F. Brad
ford, No. Leeds, 1 doe, ex. Rangeley.
Dec. 6, R. L. Harris, Farmington, 2
bucks, ex. Rangeley; C. C. Noyes
Everybody purchasing $1.00 worth o f goods at
Farmington, 1 buck, ex. Phillips; A.
G. Tolman, Livermore Falls, lbuck
n d l d je , ex. Carrabasset; M. Dean,
Livermore Falls, 1 buck, ex. Carra
basset; E. H. Sewall, Livermore Falls,
W ill receive one o f Dobson's Art Calendars.
1 buck, ex. Carrabasset.
Dec. 7, R. A. Partridge, Lewiston, 2
does, ex. Bigelow; J. S Clark, River
side, 1 doe, ex. Bigelow; E. C. Durrell,
Camden, 1 buck, ex. Bige’.ow; F. W.
Gray, Strong, 1 buck, ex. Phillips.
Dec. 8, A. L. Pratt, Portland, 1 buck,
ex. Phillips; G. F. Bartlett, Lewiston,
2 bucks, ex. Bigelow; I. V. Marston,
Boston, Mass., 1 buck and 1 doe, ex.
Bigelow, J. E. Garrott, Boston, Mass.,
4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4«4*4*4*4**J 1 buck, ex. Bigelow.
Dec. 9, E. H. Libby, Fairbanks, 1
CASH GROCERY
doe, ex. Bigelow; J. A. Russell, Farm
ington, 1 doe, ex. Bigelow; A. L. Fos
ter, Augusta, 1 buck, ex. Bigelow; S
STORE
L. Clark, Riverside, 1 buck, ex. Bige
We would appreciate it enough
4*
In the building known as the 4* low; H. C. Rollins, Riverside, 1 buck,
to give you the kind of service
% old Toothaker store next to the#* ex. Bigelow; C. F. Hooper, Farmingthat will keep you a customer.
| M. E. Church. An up-to date * ton, 1 doe, ex. Bigelow; A. L Stevens,
Although young, our business is
4* line of Groceries and Provisions, 4* Boston, Mass., 2 bucks, ex. Bigelow;
growing and we take pride in
% including a full line o f Christmas % Gilbert Laite, Boston, Mass., 1 doe, ex.
^ and New Years Post Cards at lc £ Bigelow; Mis*E Taylor, E. Wiltcn, 1
believing that our customers
4* each, also Scripture Wall Texts. 4* buck, ex. Carrabasset; J. L. McNa
could depend on us. If you will
4*
4*
4*
4* mara, No. Leeds, 1 doe, ex. Rangeley;
give us an opportunity to serve
4»4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*&4*4*4*4*❖ 4*4*
Jesse Webber, No. Loads, 1 doe, ex.
you we promise your business our
Rangeley; J. E. Sampson, No. Leeds, 1
best attention.
doe, ex. Rangeley; C. L. Verrill, No.
Very truly yours,
Leeds, 2 bucks, ex. Bigelow.

“ The Quality Store”

R. H. PREBLE

WHO’S YOUR AUTO AND
CARRIAGE PAINTER 1

KEROSENE OIL
I I cents per gallon.

Carroll Thompson
U pp er V i lla g e

P h illip s ,

M a in e.

s

M A IN E , D E C E M B E R 21, 1911.

A

HUMANE

S U G G E S TIO N .

A writer in “ Our Dumb Animals”
has the following suggestions and
remonstrances against the use of
steel traps in the capturing of fur
game:
I am striving to get a bill passed
by the legislature which will pro
hibit the use of steel traps by every
one except farmers on their
own
land and then only for the purpose
of protecting their stock and crops
when invaded by arirr.nl pests.
I
would have the setting of traps so
rescrictc-d as to prevent a vast
amount of premeditated cruelty, for
the trapper s C( <: * at.kui in this, with
a few <4?nts profit for the skin of
his victim.
1»understand that a law has been
passed requiring trappers to visit
their traps once in 24 hours, but
K IL L E D H IS L IM IT .
this is wrong and only slightly abates
the cruelty and consequent suffer
i have liberated dogs from
M r. Chandler, of Boston, Gets Two ing.
the jaws of traps when they have
Deer.
One a Handsome Buck.
been so held only for three hours
It was a great pleasure on Monday to and had to cut the ice from the
have a chance to shake hands with my trap with my knife before I could
The »arts of the animals
friend Mr. H. H. Chandler of Boston, open it.
who is one of the best known sportsmen caughf by the t#ap were swollen to
three times the normal size and
that comes annually to the Rangeleys.
Mr. Chandler, on Thanksgiving Day, their agonies were so great after be
accompanied by his guide, Frank ing released that in mercy I shot
Mortification generally
af
Porter, went to his hunting camp on them.
Spotted mountain, and he has since fects the parts crushed by the trap,
then been a happy hunter, enjoying life making amputation of the limb necin the wilderness.
essai-y, but three-legged dogs and cats
As a proof of his skill with a rifle are not wanted and so the valuable
Mr. C. had two big deer to take home.
dog or the useful c|t, the house
One was said,to be the largest and hold pets, must be sacrificed.
handsomest buck ever shot in this part
People in Boston and other citiesi
of the state.
of the state know very little about
The head was perfect—10-point the amount of trapping done in the
antlers —and will be a much admired ‘ backwoods- towns, but I believe that
trophy in the home of this well-known the time is coming when a man or
Bostonian.
.io PUM. ‘leraiue un sdnup oqAv ¿oq
In the office of the Rangeley Lake ! tame, in a steel trap will be charged
House hangs one of the “ big silver with cruelty and prosecuted in the
beauties,” a salmon that Mr. Chandler court.
I hope the Massachusetts S.
reeled in.
P. C. A. will continue to show up
Congratulations, and we expect to the enormity of the steel trap and
greet Mr. and Mrs. Chandler among
use its great influence towards ob
the first comers after the ice goes out taining legislation which will abol
in 1912.
Fly Rod.
ish once for all this relic of bar|barism.
E. Colfax Johnson.
Shutesbury, Mass.
N a t u r a l L o n g in g .
You cannot expect the working
H o n o r to th e A v e r a g e P er so n.
classes to see luxury, wealth and
It is the average sort of person who
ease without longing for a share.
occupies the most useful places in life.

All other Groceries in
Proportion.
CALL AND SEE US.

»♦« 4<4*4*4* 4*4*4*4«4*4»4«4**?4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4<

F a r m e r s ’ c o - o per a tive
TRADING CO.

A B A RG AIN IN
H A IR GOODS

Phillips Upper Village

Switches in all shades from
$2.25 un. Cluster Puffs $1.25 up.
Now is the time to get a pretty
New Hat at a low price. 1 have
a few Beavers left at $1.50 each.
One lot cf 25c Ribbon at 15c
per yard, all shades. Veiling,
Handkerchiefs, Feathers going
at half price.

I
♦
♦

G R A C E E. M ITCHELL,
Phillips,
Maine.

STRONG

:

♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ A **»******«**********«.

ÿvt (

4«4*4>4,4»4'4*4>4*4>4>4*4>4>4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4»4>4*4<

#.

✓
Christmas Gifts

♦

Manicure Sets, Hat and
Cloth
Brushes,
Drinking
Cups, Jewel Cases, Match
Boxes, Ter Balls, Tea Strain
ers, Cards in Cases, Stilet
tos,
Hem Gauges, JEW
ELRYand SILVERWARE.

Emery S Bubier
Phillips,

Maine.

|

New line of collars, handker
chiefs, tie racks,pin cushions, sofapillows, calenders, etc. in stamped
goods for Xmas.
Don’ t forget
this is the only place in town
where you can purchase
the

American Lady Corset

MRS. J. C. TERRILL

Phillips,
You will find that druggists every•here speak
well
of
Chamberlain’s
ough Remedy.
They know from long
cperience in the
sale of it
that: in
i-ses of coughs and colds It can a l
lays be depended upon, and that it is
teasant and safe to take.
For
sale
f all dealers.

Strong, Me., Dec. 17, 1911.
Mr. Henry Mitchell returned from
Dead River last week with # fine deer.
Chas. Norton was a caller in town
last Friday.
Dr. Lewis Hayden of Livermore
Falls was the guest of Dr. and Mrs. C.
W. Bell, a few days last week. He
returned Saturday.
Schools in town closed Friday for a
two weeds’ vacation. The teachers all
return for the winter except the second
assistant, Miss Lena Lowell, who is
unable to return on account of poor
health, which is much regretted by all,
as she is an excellent teacher.
The pupils and teacher of the Gram- !
mar school, Miss Hattie Titcomb, had
a Christmas tree and appropriate e x -'
ercises. Each one was generously re
membered with gifts. The pupils pre- j
sented Miss Titcomb and Miss Lowell
each with a gold brooch.
In the Intermediate room refresh-1
ments of fudge and cornballs w ere!
served. The teacher, Mellie Bradford,
was presented with a nice gold locket
by her pupils.
Chas. Allen of Hallowell, was in town
last week, visiting relatives and friends.
Misses Freda Mitchell and Ada Smith
of Farmington Normal school, are
spending their vacation with their pa
rents. Miss Mitchell was accompanied
home by her friend, Miss Cross of Kingfield.
The following are the names of the
pupils in the Intermediate school who
were not absent nor tardy one-half day
during the term of fourteen weeks:
Galen Eustis, Richard Loring, Ivan
Richardson, Erlon Richardson, Chris-

We wish to announce to the public,
that we have changed the location of
the grocery department o f our store,
to the Wilbur Store on Depot Street.
With the increased room and large stock
which we shall be able to carry, we can
offer better accomodations to our pat
rons. We continue to solicit the gen
erous patronage with which we have
been favored in the past.
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of mercy and kindness, teaching in April 10 released the V.
‘ animals
i
stead of the old doctrine of “ an eye Rutland and Bennintgon counties
for an eye” words of unselfishness On the 5th of the following month
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
and love. He broke the Sabbath with they released seven more .
80 ACRE FARM on main road; 2%
acts of helpfulness and aroused the
The legislature enacted laws pro
miles to village; R. F. D. past the
enmity of the leaders of the Jews. tecting, the animals against hunters
house; 25 acres tillage, cuts about
He met increasing unpopularity in at all times under a penalty of r
Kingfield, Me., Dec. 16, 1911.
A1 Nichols, who is working for Elmer 30 tons of hay; remainder pasture
Melvin Sherburne Hutchins, pastor. Galilee and visited Perea, going fine of $100 and they began to thrive
It ITufts, burned his hand badly the other and wood lot, hard «vood and pine.
Calendar for week ending Dec. 30. again to Judea and Galilee where he and multiply all over tlm state.
Sunday, December 24, Christmas :
the hatred of the xulers and the required considerable argument to day in some hot lard at a lumber camp, Well and aequeduct water; story and
! love and trust of the common people. induce the lawmakers to establish j Will Page has a very sick horse, a half, 9 room house and ell; two
Sunday.
Sermon,
j
AtJerusalem he
wasseized,
con-1 an open season, but this was finally j Old Max, the bus horse for a number barns, one 44x52, the, other 28x28. 10.45 morning wwship
Included are 5 good cows, farm
vioted
and
put
to
death.
He
rose
j don© and the first legal
deer of years.
“ The Hope of The Jews;” 11.45 Suning tools, one acre good sweet com ,
from
the
dead,
lived
a
few
days
shooting
in
Vermont
by
the
present
F.
E.
Boynton
was
at
Lewiston
Wed
day school; 7.30 People’s ¡-service,
grain and about 30 tons of hay; for
seen
of
his
friends,
and
then
left
j
generation
was
in
1896.
There
was
nesday and Thursday of last week, on
music by the Choral club. Address,
quick sale we make the price $2,200.
the
world.
|
an
open
season
that
year
of
a
town
business.
“ No Room.”
Thursday, December 28: 7.30 P. M. j There sprang up after him a follow month, but thq next year it was reHarold Boynton is working in the
ing. He had left as his near f o l - J ’uced to the last'10 days in Oc- woods for Ernest Dunton.
mid-week prayer meeting.
Harry Tufts is running the A. G.
Saturday, December 30, 2.30 P. M. : lowers twelve unlearned Galileans. tober* and later to one week. The
Others were added to them, but they present season is for 10' days.
Winter delivery team and clerking in RE A L ESTATE AGENCY
F. B. Conference.
During the first open season it the store.
were soon scattered, persecuted, bat
^
Wilton,
Maine,
ed by Jews, put to death by Romans. was lawful to shoot bucks) with horns
Asa Skillings cut off two fingers
The subject of the sermon vjhich
They could not meet openly but ga three inches in length and does were while working in the sniping room a
was preached by Rev. M. S. Hutch
In 1896, ac the novelty mill last week.
thered in cavesi and burial places. protected at all' times.
ins at the Union church Dec. 3
cording
to
reports
received
by the
New followers were gained by some
Otis Hutchins has sold his farm on Eyes thoFfl&ghly examined
was
“ The Supreme Study;” the
disciple going to the house of some stat fish,' and -game department, ,138 New Portland Hill to a Mr. Parker of and all ocular defects care
text, chosen from words , of Heb. 3:1,
During the next Lexington. Mr. Hutchins will make
other one, usually some one in troub 4 buck® were killed.
fully corrected*
“ Consider Christ Jesus;” the purpose
and saying something like this: two years,! with the shortened sea- i his home with his daughter, Mrs. L. L.
of the sermon was to show the impor
FRAN K F. GRAVES
in j Mitchell, in Kingfield.
“ Have you heard of the teacher, son, smaller numbers than
tance of the study of the life and
the
first
year
were'
secured
by
the
Eli
Moulton
is
sick
at
the
home
of
Jesus of Nazareth, and his two
Graduate Optometrist.
character of Jesus beyond that of
great teachings, the Fatherland of hunters but in 1901 the reports ac his niece, Mrs. Jacob Thompson.
In Phillips soon
any other study.
There will be a combined Christmas
God, and the coming of the King counted for 211, in 1902 it was 403,
A good scholar, though he may for
dom of God in the love and goodwill in 1903, 753; 1904, 531; in 1905, 497; tree and entertainment in French’s
a tim© have gone to his books as to
of men?” Then he would tell the in 1906, 634; in 1907, 991; in 1908, hall, Monday evening, by the Univera task which he ought to accomplish,
message of trust
and hope; the 2,137; in 1909, through an act of the salist and Baptist churches. A chorus
will afterward reach a place where
story of life restored, and the legislature of the previous year, it of fidults and of young folks, with reci
study is. not from a sense of duty,
promise of life to come, whimpering was permissible to shoot both bucks tations, are among the features.
but from a fever of yearning for
and does and 4,736 deer were killed.
Schools are closed for the holidays, or
knowledge of that studied,
an because of danger. So Christianity The slaughter evidently greatly re until the second week in January.
spread. The Apostle Paul carried
impassioned interest in the subject
the message even to Caesar’s house duced the herd in that state for in Principal Butler will spend his vacation
considered.
But the persecution of the 1910, with an open season for both in Boston, the other teachers at their
It isi a sad thing when men think hold.
sexes, less than 2,500 were secured several homes.
that all of worth is in deeds and cruel Nero was heavy.
The fair and candy sale given by the
by the hunters
Down
through
the
years
there
was
works, and fofget that time which
Ladies’ Aid of the Universalist Parish,
must be given to thought and study a long story of hatred. But the worst
Dec. 14 an 15, was well patronized as
Protection for Humanity.
before the deeds can be achieved. foes were soon from within. Throug
usual. On Friday evening, at French’s
PHILLIPS, MAINE.
Study, and study alone, keeps the tile last years of the Empire through
.
hall was presented a three act comedy,
the
Mediaeval
ages,
selfishness
and
Commenting
on
the
recent
shooting
entitled
“
A
Virginia
Heroine,”
an
all
heart young.
Study, and study alon®
is the way of progress.
Though corruption, desire for world power of a boy, in mistake for a deer, in female cast, which was well received
we have long ago left the schools, we wrought evil in the church. But the Waldo Connty, the editor of the Waldo by a large house.
Let /us tell you what to buy
must still be scholars. Victoria, the divine seed was there and shackles H erald pointedly writes:
*
Characters:
for Christmas Presents
great queen, when very-old still con were broken. The Renaissance ush
That those who perform the fatal Mrs- Dare, Mistress of Grey awn,
tinued her study of languages, and ered in a new day.
Coffee Percolator, Carving Set, Meat
. Miss Cleveland
To day the right has not
every shooting should be deeply contrite and i Margaret Leighton, sister
it is by study that any may keep
of Mrs. Dare, Roaster, Set Sadirons, Clothes Wringer^
Mrg y auKhan Nickel Teakettle, Lamps, Pair Skates,
where displaced the wrong, but con sorrowful, is only what would be exthe heart of eternal youth.
made
better pected of any human being, but sorrow Virginia Leighton, niece of Mrs. Dare Meat Chopper, Enamel Kettle, Pocket
Those who look with seeing eyes ditions are being
may see two Americas.
There is through the influence of Christianity. doesn’ t restore life, noi^ mitigate the
and Mrs. Leighton, in love with Knives, Set Fancy Scissors, Wash Tub,
an America of tireless activity and We hear the teachings of Jesus agony of the poor victim, and inasmuch
Phillip Lee,
Mrs. Woodard Wash Boiler, Cooking Ranges, Heating
... to
. tell
. . I just
• . who !i Betty
Dare,
Mrs.
Dare’s
daughter,
prodigious achievement.
There is “ Blessed are the pure in heart,” as it seems impossible
Stoves and lots of other useful things
J
peace-makers,”
Mrs. Walker to be found in a Hardware Store.
also an America of thoughtful, quiet “ Blessed are the
study from which these activities re “ I am the Resurrection and the will have an attack of the killing mama, Ruth Lee a southern girIf championthat will distort the vision so that men
ing the North,
Susie Stanley
sult.
We see the progress in what life.”
To one who has studied and ac cannot be distinguished from annimals, Bessie Allen, I Virginia’s friends with
we may call the agricultural indus
tries, but at Washington and in each cepted the teachings of Jesus no sys it would appear that the best way Nell Carey, |abnormal bumps of cu
riosity,
state are these departments of agri tem of philosophy can equal them. would be to shut off the sport entire,
Mrs. Gene Simmons
Christ
attracks
by
his
character,
im
culture which investigate problems,
let the animals live, and incidentally let
Mrs. Kate Porter
which study means of overcoming pel® by his power, draws by his love,
Granny Royal, old woman living on the
people
live
also.
uplifts
by
hi®
life.
unfavorable conditions and of destroy
edge of the woods,
We respectfully submit that one
In the study of the life of Jesus
ing pests that menace crops. We
Mrs. Walker
have factories in which work hun one surely finds something of in human life, is too great a price to pay
Topsy, a self constituted necessity,
dreds and thousands and millions of terest and something of helpfulness for the sport obtained by the hunters
Mrs. Thompson
our people, but in every one what as well. Giving one’s self to the in the wilds of Maine, and when it Nora, hostile to naygurs,
power
of
hi®
influence
the
charac
evidence of the thought and study
comes to hunting game right into the
Mrs. V. Dolbier
of the invention!
*
ter takes on obedience and beauty. front yard of our residential sections, Martha Lane, the village gossip,
CROCKERY
a s jjfe
The business, man you see engross Let his teaching invite to study shooting down boys at play, it would
Mrs. Alward
FOR CHRISTMAS DINNERS
ed in his work, but many are the more and more till we know not only seem that it was time for the comJohn Bray suffered a slight shock
hi® teaching but the power of his munity at large to rise to the emer- Monday, Dec. 11, but is better and his
hours of planning and of thought.
Turkeys,
Chickens,
Ducks,
The artist studies the face of presence.
Green Stuff.
Let life fulfill his wish gency and demand some legislation recovery is looked for.
nature, even agonizes in the attempt and not only study of Christ but fol- |that will afford some little protection.
Mrs. Harl Durrell attended the Py
Honey, Fruit, Confectionery.
to interpret her moods, to catch the low him.
thian jubilee at Lewiston, Dec. 14.
meaning of color and tint, and with
Cigars,
Pipes.
Also Henry McKinney and Chalmer Tobacco,
Busy E m b ro id ere rs.
,„
, . ,
his brush he works out that- which S T O R Y OF D EER IN V E R M O N T .
As
early
as
1773
oiver
6,000
women
V,°
8e
were
Preeent
as
very
much
inter'
h© has learned.
CHRISTMAS CAKES
were engaged in stitching the fine era- ested spectators.
In the moral world there is also
The annual open season for deer broideries which maVle St. Gall faHighly Ornamental.
Mrs. Jane Davison has so far restudy and work.
There are great in Vermont is of more than passing mous even in those early days. The covered from injuries received in her
LE A V IT T & JACOBS.
questions to meet, those, of temper interest to Rutland people for the number had increased by the begin- fall as to be able to sit up, and it is
ance, of capital and labor, of so reason that residents of that city ning of 1800 to 30,000, the industry felt that she is getting on finely.
cial purity, of civic righteousness. were primarily responsible for the having extended to Baden, Wurtem- j__________ % _______________________
There must be study for the work. presence of these animals in the burg, Bavaria, western Austria and all
T H E C H R IS T M A S D IN N E R .
\he country about Lake Constance.
So in life, there must be not work state at the present time.
In spite of the fact that the word
alone, but study, thought, contempla
For many year® previous to 1878
dyspepsia means literally had
cook, it
tion, and above all, consideration of the Vermont deer, which furnished
will not be fair for many to lay the
the early settlers with much of their
Jesus and hia life.
blame on the cook if they begin the
STABLE W IT H HOUSE.
FOLEY
K ID N E Y P IL L S
of Tonic in action, quick in results. W ill Christmas Dinner with little appetite
Study of any subject to be of value meat and not a small portion
and
end
it
with
distress
or
nausea,
it
cure any case of kidney or bladder dis
Large comfortable rooms. Just the
to an individual must have in it their clothing, had become practically order not beyond the reach of medicine. may not be fair for any to do that— let
for him interest and helpfulness. ^xtinct in the Green mountains. Oc No need to say more. W . A. D. Cragin, us hope so few the sake of ^he cook! place to spend a few weeks in the sum
The disease dyspepsia indicates a bad mer for happiness and pleasure. Good
Surely one must be interested casionally a specimen would be re
stomach, th a t is a weak stomach, rather
ported
in
the
wild
section
of
Essex
than a bad cook, and for a weak stom fishing near by. Rates reasonable.
in the history of Jesus of Nazareth.
•ach
there
is nothing else equal to Both telephones.
Bath room.
Hi® boyhood was spent in the hum county near the Canadian border,
H APPY RESULTS
Hood’s Sarsaparilla, it gives the stom 
ble home of his parents. When about hut in the more thickly settled por
ach vigor and tone,
cures dyspepsia,
GEO. L. LAK IN ,
thirty years of age he
appeared tions the majority of person® had Have Made Many Phillips Residents creates appetite, and makes eating the
Enthusiastic.
pleasure it should be.
Proprietor
near Jerusalem and was
soon never seen a deer outside of a par
No wonder scopes of Phillips citi
In 1878 an organ
recognized as a teacher and called or a menagerie.
Phillips,
Maine
zen® grow enthusiastic. It is enough j
a few followers.
He went again to ization of residents raised a fund to make anyone happy to find re-1
hi® horn© and amid the activities of fo,r the purpose of purchasing deer lief after year® of suffering. Public
hi® busy life took time to mingle with which to start a wild herd. statements like the following are but
truthful representations of the daily I
Wholesale and Retail.
with the people in their scenes of They first bought 10 of the animals work done in Phillips by Doan’s K id-,
joy. He went to Galilee, to Judea, from the keepers of the New York ney Pills.
! Leave
^ your orders early for
Attorney and Counsellor at Law
again to Galilee, always. doing deeds state prison at Dannemora and or
iips^Me.Tyskys:P1^Mynt t S c if paTned next winter’s supply. For prices
Office at No. 2 Bates Block
me ’ almost constantly for about six apply to
months and my whole body was lame
SAVED HIS WI FE’S LIFE.
PHILLIPS,
- - - - MAINE
BEAL & M cLEARY,
“ My wfitfe would ¡have been i:n her and sore, making it difficult for me
The kidney secretion®
Krave to -d ay ,” writes O. H. Brown, of to move.
Muscadine, Ada., “ if it had not been were
also disordered, causing me Office at Phillips Station.
for Dr. K ing’® New Discovery. She was no end of annoyance and discomfort.
J. B L A I N E M O R R I S O N
AGENTS:
down in her bed, not able to
get up My,¡health was far from good, and I
A
t t o r n e y - at - L a w
without help. She had a severe bronchia] did not seem able to get anything
C. B. Richardson, Strong.
trouble and a dreadful cough. I
got that would help me, until I read of
Beni Block. P h illip s F ire and L ife Insurance
L.
L.
Mitchell,
Kingfield.
her
a bottle of Dr. K in g’s New D is a party here in town being cured by
covery, and she soon began to
mend,
Doan’® Kidney Pills. I procured
a
Cures all humors, catarrh and and was well in a short time-” Infal supply
of this remedy at Cragin’s
lible for coughs and colds, it’s the most
PEELED POLPWOOD.
rheumatism, relieves that tired reliable remedy on earth for desperate Drug Store, and in a short time
lagrippe, was restored to health.
feeling, restores the appetite, lung trouble, hemorrhages,
D E N T I8 T ,
3,000 cords, Fir. Spruce and Ponlai
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
asthma, hay fever, croup and whooping
cures paleness, nervousness, cough.
cents. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, wanted on line of Sandy River & Range50c, $1.00.
Successor to Dr. Holt.
builds up the whole system. Trial bottle free. Guaranteed by W . N©w York, sole agents for the United ley Lakes Railroad. Highest prices fm
Hours 8 to 12; 1 to 5. Evenings hy
1909. Write, telephone or call on
Get it today in usual liquid form or A. D. Cragin, Chas E. Dyer of Strong, States.
Kiddle’s
appointment.
Remember the name—Doan’s—and
chocolated tablets called S a r s a ta b s . L. Li. Mitchell of Kingfield,
Flhar. of Rangeley.
A . W . M c L e a r y , Phillips
take no other.
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mittee, Mrs. Frank Gray; chairman of directed by the influence of extern
white committee, Mrs. Archie Pratt; al things.
Fear and anger are the chief emo
chairman of fancy committee, Miss
Harriet H. Thwing; chairman of bag tion» of fishes, and the search for
committee, Mrs. Whiting L. Butler; food and for a mate chiefly occupy
chairman of apron committee, Mrs. their activities. With so simple a
Burton Voter; chairman of candy com brain it cannot be supposed that the
mittee, Miss Alice Baker; chairman of whole range of their senses can be
Farmington, Me., Dec. 17, 1911.
SuDt. H. H. Randall of Auburn, was decorating committee, Mdms. Herbert very extensive.
in town Wednesday.
Dingley, George Dudley Church; chairThe eyes are probably the most imThe assignment of judges for 1912' man ice cream committee, Mrs. E. L. portant sense organs of a trout,
has been made as follows for Franklin Libbey. Mrs. Herbert Dingley and Mrs. and it has been shown by very interCounty: 1st Tuesday in February, G. D. Church had charge of the yellow esting experiments that the major-!
Judge Haley; 3d Tuesday in May,
chrysanthemums and the evergreen in
; ity of fishes seek-their food chiefly,
Quite a bit of lumbering business uo at least 1000 cord» of elm in the
Judge Whitehouse; 4th Tuesday in the hollow square that was found in if not entirely, by sight; but a cerSeptember, Judge Savage.
the hall.
j tain number,su6h as the eel family, is now going on and in course of making of hubs, and their manufacFred"H. Wescott, while out on the
The following were on the coroner’s appear to hunt for it and recognize preparation at South Strong, on what 'ture will be both interesting and
A. D. Horn farm, the 13th of this jury at the inquest of Samuel H. Stack- it by the sense of smell alone, while is known as the George McCleary serve to get rid of a large quanti
month, picked a full-blown dandelion pole, Friday afternoon: Ernest A. a few species are also aided by bar- ^ aCe’ opposite the South Strong rail ty of otherwise undesirable lumber.
Their machinery arrived on
the
flower. The leaves of the plant were as Odell, George D. Clark, Eugene E. bels and special organs of touch.
waJstation.
Flood, Fred G. Paine, George M. WilWhether fish can perceive
the ^Last Spring Mr. Ed. McCleary, the grounds Monday of thi» week.
green as in the spring.
Miss Marion Thwing of Minneapolis, 1ton, Seth M. Carter. The verdict was difference between ccflors is a pro- Present owner, built a mill and purAt the outset the portable engine
Minn., has announced her engagement that Mr. Stackpole “ came to his death blem that raises one ofthe most ¡.chased a gasoline
engine of twenty- for the hub works will be“ hooked
to Theodore Jones, a member of a hard- by a blow from an engine of the Maine interesting questions to
fishermen. fiv« horse power and put in a cir- up’^ with the McCleary mill and
wo( d lumber firm. She is a grand- Central Railroad Co., on Dec. 14. ” The There are some who boldly assert cular hoard saw. It was soon found assist in cutting out Mr. Moore’s oak
daughter of Dea. J. P. Thwing, Pleasfuneral was held Sunday with full that fish are quite color blind. To that the power was insufficient and lumber, in order to clear the yard
ant street.
Masonic honors. this the zoologist may repl^ that consequently
much lumber hauled for other lumber coming in.
The higher degrees were worked at
The Franklin County Medical society there is nothing in general struct- to the mill has remained unsawed.
Mr. Ralph Knowlton, who has pur
the meeting of Pilgrim Commandery, met Friday and elected the following as Ure of the retlna to prove that this Maplewood
farm, on the next hill,
chased the old Robert Fossett farm,
Frit’ ay evening.
j officers for the incoming year: Pres., must be so.
Put in about 50,000 feet of red oak
has recently sold stumpage for 100,
Mrs. Louisa Taylor of Industry, Dr.
E1. Makepeace; Vice Pres., O. B. j The <iifficuity js that we know fit-1lurQber, last spring, for wheel stock,
000 feet of rock maple, which is close
Head,
New
Sharon;
Treas.,
Joseph
W.
called on friends Tuesday of last week
tie about the causes of color blind tor ^ Massachusetts concern, but as by and will be hauled to the mill to
Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Moore of Anson, Perkins, Wilton; Sec., George L. ness in human beings. In man col- >et little of this lot ha» been sawed,
be sawed “ alive” for use in the town
were recent guests of friends in town Pratt; Censors, Dr. Warren B. Sanborn, or blindness is congenital and incurMr. McCleary has been negotiating
|Farmington, and W. J. Trefethen, able. It is probably due to unknownI tor a steam engine and hopes before of Sumner. Mr. Knowltor has also
for a few days.
about 100,000 feet of pumpkin pine;
Mrs. Justin E. McLeary passed Wed WiUon.
conditions
of the retina or the long to have a thorough outfit for which he expects to have cut and
Farmington High School Alumni meet
nesday of last week in Wilton.
the
handling
of
much
lumber
in
that
nerves or possibly both. Whether
sawed this winter.
Mrs. Clara L. Derry has been very at Drummond hall, Saturday, Dec. 30
the same conditions effect fishes in vicinity, large quantities of which
These' orders will nrobably be hand
Seward J. Marsh has been selected
ill. having gone to sleep Saturday night
are on his own farm, both of hard and
the same way one does not know.
led while the Hub engine is “ hooked
and not awakened till late Sunday after for a bass singe u in the Bowdoin Colsoft
wood.
He
has
recently
purchas
On the other hand it seems ex
up” and waiting the completion of
noon. Mrs. Fred H. Wescott in the legeGee club.
tremely improbable that fishes are ed a heavy team of horses of O. M.
the hub mill.
morning found her unconscious. As
Moore
for
use
in
getting
out
his
lum
AND
ANGER
F IS H EMO- quite incapable of perceiving color,
Mrs. Derry had had other spells like F E A R
In this connection it may be stated
because male fish are often more ber . There is a scarcity of help for
T
IO
N
S
.
this, one of which lasted three days, I
there is an excellent opportunity at
brightly colored in the hp^^ding the mill and woods,
she called Dr, Sanborn, and she is
^ At the present time another mill is South Strong for the location of a
season.
T h in k in g P art of Brain Insignificant
now feeling better.
According to a theory, which is I
in close
by the site of mill for the manufacturing of turned
in Members of Finny Tribe.
The Men’s Club met at the Court
kiftds of
______
still generally accepted, this is to the above mentioned mill, for
the novelties, using different
House Monday evening.
“ The thinking part of the brain, make them attractive to their mates, PurPOse of manufacturing wheel hub hard and soft lumbers, such as bass,
The Chrysanthemum fair and supper, ;
and yellow,
beech,
which in man isso developed is very who must therefore be
supposed to 110,1X1 elm lumber, of which there is birch -white
held at Drummond hall, Tuesday and i
small and insignificant infishes.: have some perception of
color. The ! a larSo quantity in the valley near maple, etc. Land for a location
e nes ay o
as wee , was a grea >riiere .g
some ^ason for thinking Ievidence
from experimentson color
by- This concern i& being
putin be donated it is stated, and
would
success. The hall was open through
would be lumber galore com
that the
activities of fishes are i sense in a variety of fishesis entireby the Archibald Wheel works,there
of
out the afternoon and evening, and
|nearly allwhat is called ref l x . A lly negative; that is to say, it goes Massachusetts, for whom the red oak ing in from up anddown the valley
nicely decorated, which with the tables
message is sent inward to the brain! to show that fish do notdiscrimi-j sP°ken of is intended.
and from theother valleys extending
made a beautiful scene. The com
! and tt^e muscles at once contract, nate much between colors.
The Archibald people desiie to use toward New" Vineyard.
mittees were as* follows: Chairman of
The sense of taste does not appear
__ ..
.j__ .i____ __ ■■.
supper committee, Mrs. Laforest W. Sensations are changed into moveA W O M A N ’S W IL E S .
all mean?” the man begun to ex
Norton; chairrr4fci of reference com- ment and actions take place without to be highl” developed in any fishes.
thinking. Reflex actions are, there-1 Most of them holt thoir food quickly
plain that he had been warned to
fore, immediately suggested
and and without chewing. Closely allied
Relating old time experiences, a writ- meet at one o ’clock for inspection,
“ B E S T
ON
E A R TH ”
; with taste is the sense of smell. It er in the Waldo County Herald relates
Till» is the verdict of It. J. Howell,
experience while traveling over the and military duty (as that was in
! is clear that fish become aware of an
Tracy, O., who bought F oley’s Honey
country in early days. He says: “ Near the days of the old Maine malice
and Tar Ooimpond, for his wife.
“ He*
food without touch, vision or hear ing an unfinished farm house, after pas law) or pay a fine; that his wife
E N D S W I N T E R ’S T R O U B L E S .
case was tlhe worst I have ever seeny
To
many,
winter is a season of
ing. Whether this sense should be sing through a woods, I heard an un did not want him to go and he was
and looked like a sure case of consump trouble.
The
fro^t-bitten
toes
and
tion.
Her lungs were sore
and
she fingers, clhapped hands and lips,
chil called smell or taste in the case common noise inside. First thinking it holding her down to eat his dinner.
coughed alm ost incessantly and her voice blains, oold-sores, red and rough skins, of an animal living and breathing to be the frolics and screams of chil
dren, but soon recognizing a woman’ s On telling him that was no way to
was hoarse and weak.
Foley’s
Honey prove this.
But such troubles fly be
and Tar Compoun
brought relief
at fore Bucklen’s Arnica Salve.
voice, I rapped loudly on the door. In do, to let her get up, he got up
A trial in the water is difficult to decide.
once and less than three bottles effect tonvince®.
Greatest healer of Burns,
Smell to a fish would perhaps be an instant all was still inside. Waiting
and took his chair up.
She got
ed a complete cure.”
Boils, Piles, Cuts, Sores, Bruises,
E c
equivalent to taste at a distance. W e ! a minute I rapped again; not a up from the floor and without say
W ith ou t opiates or harmful drugs
of zema and Sprains. Only 25# at W .
I opened
any kind F oley’s Honey and Tar Com A. D. Cragin, Chas. E. Dyer of Strong, cannot argue from our own sen sound, whist as a mouse.
ing a word walked deliberately
Riddle’s sations.
pound stops coughs and cures colds. r>o L. L. Mitcihell of Kingfdeld,
Fishes have however, ol the outside door, passed through an
not accept any substitute. W . A . D. Phar.‘ of Rangeley.
to the fireplace, too£ a shovel or
to fire poker and started for me with
factory organs, and it is not un entry, opened the inside door
reasonable to suppose that they the kitchen and at a table in the a vengeance.
I sprang for the door
should “ smell” things as they, in- middle of the room a man sat eating and calling back to the man that if
-* * * * * ■
his dinner.
On her side on the
' deed, appear to do.
-i . ?
w
he had to put her down again to
There is plenty of evidence that floor lay a woman with her head choke her to death
the
|fishes perceive violent shocks or con- directly under his chair with
1cussions, such as those caused by lower round across her neck, mak
i firing guns or hammering on the ing her a prisoner.
N O T IC E .
On exclaiming “ What does this
|bank. Bpj, there is no evidence that
Itheir ears are capable of appreciating
T h e long winter even
This certifies that I have this day
! these delicate vibrations which effect
l ig h t n in g
k il l s
f e w .
given Ivan L.- Farrand his time dur
ings give a woman a splen
|the senses of ourselves or other
! land animals and co.nvey sensa In 1906 lightning killed only 169 peo ing his minority, and that I shall,
did chance for sewing or
One’s claim none of his wages or pay anytions which we mean when we spea ple in this »whole country.
em broidery; but her eyes
chances oí death by lightning are less of
his debts contracted after this;
of
hearing
sounds.
To
that
extent,
than
tw
o
in
a
million.
The
chances
suffer from the strain unless
of death from liver, kidney or stomach date.
therefore, fish are deaf.”
she has a good light.
trouble are vastly greater, but not If
Mrs Marion C. Berry.
Electric Bitters be used, as
Robert
•T h e R ayo is the best
Madsen, of W e st Burlington, la ., prov Kingfield, Maine, November 25, 1911.
T0 the Editor of Maine Woods:
ed. Four doctors gave him up after
lamp made.
I wish to add to above article my eight months of suffering from virul
liver trouble and yellow
jaundice.
It gives a strong, diffused light that is remarkably easy to the eyes.
ifleas, but do not know who wrote ent
He
was
then co m p le te ly cured
by
the article.
There is no glare to it; no flicker.
It lights up a whole room.
Electric Bitters. They’re the best stom 
If you are troubled with chronic con
ach,
liver,
nerve
and
kidney
remedy
Many years of experience- and
stipation, the mild and gentle effect of
T h e R ayo is an economical lamp, too.
and blood purifier on eartlh. Only 50c
Y ou get the most possible light-value for the oil burned ; and the Rayo itself is a
observation convinces
writer that at W . A . D. Cragin, Chas. E. Dyer of Chamberlain’ s Tablets makes them espec
low-priced .lamp. Y et it is a handsome lamp— an ornament to any room iiy the house.
For sale by
Kingfield, ially suited to your case.
game fish taste quality of water or Strong, L. L. Mitchell of
T he R ayo Lamp is easily lighted without removing shade or chimney; easy to
Riddle’s Phar. of Rangeley.
ail dealers.
food
therein.
Not
being
constructed
clean and rewick. Made of solid brass, nickel-plated ; also in numerous other styles
with ears, ^nd eardrums they re
and finishes.
Ask your dealer to show you his line of R ayo lamps; or write for descriptive circular
ceive a shock from vibration of air
to any agency of the
through water like thunder, log roll
O
/
\
Standard Oil Company
ing or train of cars, through their
(Incorporate d )
highly eensative consrtuction and
<>
at once start for cover, deep water,
hiding places, etc.
In regard to seeing colors, most
assuredly they do. Why will certain
flies attract and /vhen others will
not? “ Color Blind” ! Surely not, The
mail on dress parade and the belle
of the pool are proud of their colors
and strike the fly hooks to poss
ess and add to their colors,
and
again to destroy.
But “ Color Blind” never a trout
was.
S. E. Stanton,
9
Utica, N. Y.

Lumbering Operatioiis

FARMINGTON I

Saw Mil! and Hub Works at
South Strong, Me.

It Never Flickers

CHRISTMAS TREES
that are WANTED be filled

A

CHAS. W. NORTON
C hurch

S tr e e t

-

»

F a r m in g t o n ,

M a in e

terrible

blunder

to neglect liver trouble.
Never do it.
Take Dr. K in g’s New Life Pills on the
first sign of constipation,
biliousness
or inactive bowels and prevent virulent
Indigestion, jaundice or gall
stones.
They regulate liver, stomach and bow
els and build up your healtih. Only 25c
at W . A . D. Cragin, Chas.
Dyer
of
Strong, L. L. Mitchell
of
Kingfield,
Riddle’s Phor. of Rangeíey.

can be easily LOADED from our
immense and varied stock o f use
ful and ornamental gifts that
have just arrived by TRAIN and
are now displayed at our store.

C. E. DYER.
STRONG,

-

-

M A IN E .

M A IN E

12

W O O DS,

P H IL L IP S ,
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m iiiiiy ü w

FOR

addition

to

A L L LEFT OVER CHRISTMAS GOODS, such
as Toys, Dolls, Games and Fancy Dishes, will be sold
at COST next Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday,
Dec. 25, 26 and 27.

our always extensive stock o f men’s

LOCAL NOTES!
wearing

apparel SaM •0O®®®®®®*®®®»®®®*®«®®

S O L IC IT
OF T H A T

P O S ITO R S

THE

PATRON

CLASS

WHO

©F

DE-J

C O N S ID E R !

I

we have added an
exceptionally
line of

WE
AGE

fine

neckwear,

ABSOLUTE

SAFETY

F IR S T .«

Watch for posters for the first!
O U R C A P IT A L A N D SURPLUS^
game of Basket-hall of the season, |
GUARANTEES«
Dec. 28, with Lewiston High. Ticket ] O F $110,000.00
■will be on sale at Cragin’ s.
T H A T SA FETY, AND OUR
IN-C
Win. King who has been employed
T E R E S T R A T E IS T H E H I G H - f
as machinist by the International j
EST RATE C O N S IS T E N T W IT H ®
Manufacturing company, has gone to
Dixfield where he has a position iif|
SUCH SAFETY.
8
the toothpick mill of M. W. Forster.
Mr. King has made many friends in
Phillips who much regret his removal!
from town.
Lester Bean, teacher of the gram-t
mer department went to Princeton ’
Saturday morning to spend the vaca
PHILLIPS,
MAINE
•
tion with Mrs. Bean.
Miss Helen Hilton from Bates and j
J. Scott. Brackett from Hebron came j d*®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®¿ ;

Phillip>s National

ders, handkerchiefs

J

Call on us for
Christmas gifts for
men.

At the
Clothing Store.

D. F. H O YT,
No.

5 Beal Block

Phillips, Maine.

Agency for the Universa
¿team Laundry.

r

....'" ihihihiii"' •"ijiiiiiinniH*....
r

W. A. D. CRAGIN,
Corner Store, N o i Beal Bk>ck,

last week for
the two , weeks’ ;
vacation.
Airs. Millet, will be held at the home
Miss June Simmons, who is teach-, of Mrs. Carrie Brackley on Tliursn
ing at M ex ico is a guest at E. V. j day, Dec. 28, as Mrs. Millet w ill,
have to be away. At that time the !
Holt’s.
Misses Edith Morton and Gladys “ comfort hags” will he filled and
il n u n n iimi n w w i ^ i
Dutton, teachers in the model school made ready for distribution.
Some very pretty and highly orn
at Farmington Normal, are spending
the vacation at their home in Phil- j amented Christmas cakes are on dis
play in some of the local show win
lips.
Pretty Boxes of Chocolates, Nuts, Everything good
dows.
They were made by Henry
Mrs. M. A. Mitchell was called to Jensing, formerly a professional bak
for Xmas, Call and see us
her former home in Bath, N. B., last
er.
He has also made a handsome
week, on account of the dangerous
Christmas cake for Mrs. W. I.
illness of her father, Daniel Collins.
Blanchard.
ÑO. 2
BLOCK,
Beware of the thin ice.
During
¿ BEAL D
u v a ll.,
iPHILLIPS,
m i j i j i r ò , lVLAlIN
E
MAINE
These are the very shortest days £ i>iu.
the cold spell in November, the |of the year—and nobody is kicking W U H H V H U U W U U U iH U iH W H H H H V H H H H H H H H iU W l
brownings because of venturings on at that.
Mr. and Mrs. George Bean pleas
thin ice were simply appalling. There
Miss Alice Vaughan of Strong, who
R i g h t G i v in g .
will be plenty o i ice between now has been in town nursing, returned antly entertained the Maine Woods
Our giving must be such as truly to
and summer time and it will not be to her home last Thursday noon, and employees last Saturday evening at enrich both giver and receiver. But
their home.
Whist was enjoyed. we can* all judge these things fairly
necessary to jeapordize one’s prec has since gone to New Vineyard.
ious life by venturing too soon or
Mrs. Ray Knapp of Ivingfield was Miss Miriam Brackett Won first prize well for ourselves; if we make mis
and Mrs. Elbert Matthews the con takes sometimes those mistakes will
too far on the treacherous surface. in town one day last week.
solation
prize.
Mr. and Mrs. Bean be forgiven to us where the motive
“ The Hand That Rocks the Cradle
Ralph Me Leary is visiting his
was right.
N
Rules the World,” is the title of a grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. William were presented with a silver cream
ladle
and
meat
fork
as
wedding
gifts.
pretty home scene, embellishing the Hunter, in Maplewood.
To Part Glasses.
1912 calendar issued by >R. H. Preble,
The King’s Daughters were very Refreshments of cocoa, fancy cook
If you ever have trouble with tum
the local pharmacist.
pleaasntly entertained last Friday ies and olives were served.
blers or finger bowls getting stuck to
Skeeing is a popular sport when gether. set the lower piece of glass in
Miss Florian Wheeler was soloist evening at the home of Miss Eliza
The report of the the snow is right—likewise snow- hot water «.nd fill the upper one with
Sunday morning at the Union church beth Toothaker.
shoeing and if somebody would build cold water. This will expand the one
and although Miss "Wheeler has nev nominating committee was given as
a toboggan slide on a near-by hill and contract the other enough to slip
follows
for
the
next
six
months:
Pres
er sung in public heretofore, she has
side, winter sports would be about them apart easily.
ident,
Miss
Celia
Whitney;
vice
pres
a voice of much promise.
ident, Mrs. Etta Smith; secretary, complete.
It is the wish of the committee that:
Our local traders should receive a
Mrs. Edith Haley; treasurer, Mrs.
every sister that hasn't been solicit
CARD OF T H A N K S .
Evelyn Currier; executive committee, liberal holiday trade this year, if
ed from will please bring a plate of
Miss Celia Whitney, Miss Sarah pleasant weather and good “ going”
We wish to thank all, who so kind
homemade oandv . to the Rebekah
Toothaker, Mrs. Maude Beedy.
The are a help.
meeting Friday night.
ly
assisted us by act or deed, in
Be getting ready for those New
hostess served delicious chocolate
About 10 inches of snow fell Fri and vanilla ice cream and assorted Year’s resolutions—and make them our late bereavement and especially
day and Saturday of last week, and cake.
good ones; and better practice up on those who contributed so many beau
tiful flowers for the funeral occa
as a consequence the sleighing is
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Graffam were writing it “ 1912.”
now excellent and farmers and log in Lewiston a few days this week.
Read the various holiday announce sion and we ask that Divine Provi
dence will bless them in all their
gers will be able to prosecute their
J. B. Mitchell of Rangeley was ments in our advertising colums,
work unhindered.
The mid-Decem in town Monday on his way to New The’U save half yourtime in look fkind endeavors.
Mr. Theodore R. Wing,
ber warm weather continued up to Brunswick, on a vacation.
Harry ing for suitable presents.
and family.
Monday night, when the temperature Bates is taking Mr. Mitchell’s place
Cragin offers but another W e e k for
Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Jenkins,
fell to about 15 above zero.
Tues as baggage master on the Rangeley low-down prices—5 to 25 per cent
and family.
day was a beautiful day with bright route.
off the regular list.
sunshine and no wind.
.
Isn’t
it
awfully
aggravating
to
Mrs. H. L. Goodwin went to Bos
W e wish to call j ^ i r attention to the
have a handsome buck deer stand
Oil 11 cents per gallon at the store ton Tuesday noon.
of the Farmers’ Co-Operative Trad
Maine Woods wishes one and all and gaze* at You in the woods, now fact that most infectious diseases such
as whooping cough, diphtheria and scar
ing company at the Upper vilLage.
its many readers a Merry Christ that the season, has closed.
let fever are contracted when the child
The special meeting of the W. C. mas.
has a cold. Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy
Once in Awhile.
T. U., which was to have been with ' A “ green” Christmas was predic
Will quickly cure a cold and greatly less
A little music, now and theti, is fur
ted but the prediction fell one week
en
the danger of
contracting
these
short, a liberal blanket of snow fall nished by the long-haired m en.— diseases. This remedy is famous for
Judge.
Y O U R N E I G H B O R ’S E X P E R I E N C E
its cures of colds. It contains no opium
ing just in season to make the fin
or other narcotic and may be given to
How you may profit by it. Take Foley est of sleighing and sliding for the
Kidney Pills.
D. A. Parks, 55 Chapie
a child with implicit confidence; Sold
by ail dealers.
St., Augusta, Me., says:
“ For some young folks.
AN
ALARM
AT
N IG H T

Main Street,

etc.

“i

Can give you to purchase any
thing in the line o f goods he
carries at extremely low prices.
Prices cut from 5 to 75 per
cent. Stock to be reduced as
much as possible and in only
eight more days.
Chances now to buy some
goods at one-half wholesale
prices.
Come and get them
while they are going.'

Bank

arm bands, suspen-

■Atol

The
LAST CHANCE
CRAGIN

SEDGELEY, HOYT & CO.

CHRISTMAS
In

IM iy y k lk lM

W

Phillips, Me

Henry Tru e ,

j

years I had kidpey trouble
and a ter
rible pain
across m y back just below
Uie kidneys.
I saw an advertisement
of Foley Kidney Pills and bought some
of them. A fter taking them a few days
I commenced getting better.
The pain
left my back and the difficulty ceased
and now the action of my kidneys is
free and normal.
Foley Kidney
Pills
have cured me of kidney trouble
and
I can gladly recommend them to all my
friends’ ” W . A. D. Oragin-

That strikes terror to the entire house
hold is the loud, hoarse and metallic
A Des Moines man bad an attack of cough of croup.
No
mistaking it,
muscular rheumatism In his shoulder. and fortunate then the lucky parents wh
A friend advised him to go to Hot keep F oley’s Honey and Tar Compound
Spring-s.
That meant an expense
of on hand. H. W . Oa^selman, Canton, N.
$150.00 or more. He sought for a quick Y., says; “ it is worth its weight
in
er and cheaper way to cure it
and gold.
Our Litt’ e children are troubled
foun<i it in Chamberlain's
Liniment. with croup and hoarseness, and all we
Three days! after the first application give them is F oley’s Honey and Tar
of this liniment he was well.
For sale Compound. I always have a bottle of
by all dealers.
it in the house.”
W . A . D. Cragin,

HOMES.

a

let*ly
Furnish «4.
Our
'•-Stsrs
Output
mo* a*

r-8svio* for yñu. Osi «s»
i »nd pries*. Circular» Pres,

